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SUMMARY 
The trend in printed wiring board (PWB) manufacturing is towards miniaturization 
of electronic circuitry, while simultaneously increasing product functionality. The result is 
more densely populated boards, with smaller components. The increasing use of surface 
mount devices (SMDs) in industry has sparked a great deal of research in the area of 
printed wiring board warpage. Thermal stresses resulting from manufacturing processes 
cause the PWB to defonn, and thus can be a source of solder joint failure. The warpage is 
also a major cause of alignment errors during the component placement process. 
Previous investigators have performed warpage analyses using published 
properties data~ given in range fonnat for room temperature. The current research 
outlines the development of procedures for the measurement of temperature dependent 
properties of thin lamina and laminates to be used for lay-up decisions in the early stages 
of the PWB design process. Experimental results of temperature dependent properties 
testing of the PWB 's core materials are presented. These results were used in finite 
element analysis to predict warpage of a sample PWB undergoing a simulated wave 
soldering process. In addition to using measured properties for the fmite element analysis, 
two other cases were considered. The frrst utilizes the minimum values of properties data 
for the PWB core materials(copper and prepreg, a glass/epoxy composite) , the second 
uses the maximum values. The three cases are compared to illustrate the importance of 






The technological revolution of the last decade can trace its roots to advances in 
the both the electronics and computer industries. With improvements in ·the computational 
power of modem digital computers and in processing speeds of telecommunications 
equipment, the efficiency of industrial operations has increased dramatically. The 
evolution of the electronics industry has given rise to increasingly complex circuitry to 
meet the ever growing demand for equipment which is faster, cheaper, smaller, and more 
functional than its predecessors. Today's electronic circuits have many more components 
in a much smaller area with a greater number of interconnections than did those of just a 
few years ago. 
The building block for these modem electronic circuits is the printed wiring 
assembly (PW A). PW As consist of electronic components mounted on printed wiring 
boards (PWBs) which have two primary functions: 1) provide the physical platform for 
electronic components, 2) provide the electrical interconnections necessary for circuit 
operation. Most PWBs consist of alternating layers of copper foil and dielectric materials 
which are often in the form of fiberglass reinforced epoxy composites. 
As components decrease in size and population density increases, accuracy of 
component placement becomes more critical. In particular, placement is critical for 
surface mount devices (SMDs). Many manufacturers utilize robots to place these devices 
on the boards, requiring precise positioning to ensure that the component's leads are 
properly aligned with the solder pads. However, often times proper alignment is not 
possible due to PWB warpage or bow caused by thermal stress as a result of the 
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manufacturing processes(See figure 1.1 for illustration of Bow). One of these sources of 
thermal stress is the component soldering process, which was the focus of this research 
and is briefly described in the following paragraphs. 
Solderin~ Processes 
The wave solder process is just one of the methods PWB manufacturers use to 
secure electronic devices to the physical board, as well as complete the electrical 
interconnections of the circuits. The two predominant methods utilized in industry today 
are 1) the wave solder process, 2) and the retlow solder process, or a combination of both. 
In practice, when the board contains large numbers of thru-hole connections, wave 
soldering is the preferred choice. However, when the board is made up solely of surface 
mount devices, solder reflow methods are used [18]. 
Reflow soldering begins by applying solder paste through a process known as 
screening. If the manufacturer is using a one step process with components on both sides 
of the board, then adhesives may be applied in addition to the paste to prevent component 
detachment when the board is turned over to allow for opposite side device mounting. 
Once the components are in place, the board is then heated to a temperature 30-40°C 
above the solder liquidus temperature, allowing the solder to 'flow,' accounting for the 
process name, reflow. The two most common methods of reflow are vapor phase and 
con vectionlinfrared. Vapor phase utilizes the latent heat of vaporization of an inert 
perflouracarbon [18] to increase the temperature of the board and achieve reflow. 
Convection/Infrared methods rely on radiation heat transfer as well as convection to reach 
desired reflow tern peratures. 
Wave soldering, as implied by the name, is achieved by passing the printed wiring 
board with components(both surface mount and through-hole devices) over a wave of 
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solder. The wave soldering method provides reliable perfonnance at low cost, and 
remains the most commonly used method of applying solder. However, as compared to 
the reflow methods discussed earlier, wave soldering, in general, produces a larger thermal 
shock to the board [18]. It is the effects of dris thermal shock on printed wiring boards 
that provided the impetus for the thesis. For the remainder of this paper, references to 
soldering will imply the wave soldering method. 
Objective 
This research is part of the on going research project in PW A technology 
conducted at the Georgia Institute of Technology's Advanced Electronic Packaging 
Laboratory (AEPL). The research represents the initial steps towards the development of 
a system for the rapid determination of printed wiring board thermo-mechanical behavior. 
The specific goals of this thesis were: 
• Develop methods for measuring temperature dependent properties of thin 
lamina and laminates 
• Automate temperature dependent property testing process 
• Compare sample PWB warpage predictions using: 1) measured 
temperature dependent property data, and 2) maximum and minimum 
values of published property data, to illustrate the importance of 
temperature dependent property testing 
System development began with strain gage selection and implementation. 
Various criteria for gage selection are discussed. Once the strain gage was chosen, the 
focus turned to the setup for the materials testing equipment, with an emphasis on system 
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automation. After verifying the testing system's accuracy, properties testing of the PWB's 
core materials began. These results were then used in a fmite element analysis (FEA) to 
predict board warpage under conditions which simulated the wave soldering process. In 
addition to using the measured property data in the FEA, analyses were conducted using 
the maximum and minimum published property values. These three cases are compared, 
to illustrate the importance of properties measurement. Fmally, suggestions are given for 
future enhancements to improve system automation and accuracy. 
Review of Literature and Related Research 
As previously stated, this research is part of a continuing research effort in the area 
of PWA technology [6]. PWB warpage due to the solder masking process has previously 
been investigated [ 14,26] with results leading to generalized guidelines for solder mask 
selection and application. The analytical models in the research utilized material 
properties data found in the literature. In addition, these properties were assumed to 
remain constant. The current thesis is an extension of this research, with the goal of 
determining the temperature dependent properties of the PWB materials, and utilizing 
them in the analytical models. 
Existing documents discussing temperature dependent properties testing were also 
found in the literature [8,22]. The results of these papers are used for comparative 
purposes in this thesis. The work of Upthegrove [25] illustrated the temperature 
dependent properties of several different copper specimens (Annealed, cold worked, etc.). 
These vary from the current project in that copper foil specimens used in this research 
were fabricated through an electro-deposition process, and specimens are very thin, 
approximately 1.2 to 0.6 mils in thickness. Haque's paper [8] details the process used for 
experimentally determining the temperature dependent mechanical properties of kevlar-
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graphite/epoxy hybrid composites. The composites tested for the paper had an average of 
12.5 plies producing a total thickness of 72 mils. For this thesis, individual composite 
plies of prepreg were tested, with an approximate thickness of 3.5 mils. 
Description of Thesis Chapters and Content 
The remainder of this thesis is composed of five chapters as follows: Chapter IT 
outlines the strain gage selection process, emphasizing the thinness of the test specimens. 
The chapter also discusses the techniques used in strain gage implementation. 1bis 
chapter is very important to the entire research project, as all subsequent results are based 
upon the accuracy of the experimental strain measurements. 
Chapter ill details the methods used to automate the tern perature dependent 
properties testing process. The chapter includes an illustration of the entire properties 
testing system as well as a discussion of the control hardware and software. Fmally, 
operational procedures are discussed for the different tests and specimens. 
Chapter IV contains the properties testing data for both the copper and prepreg 
(fiberglass/epoxy composite) specimens. Properties include Young's moduli, Poisson's 
ratio, shear modulus, and coefficient of thermal expansion for both copper and prepreg 
specimens. 
Chapter V gives the details for the physical properties of the PWBs used for this 
paper. This includes an illustration of the sample PWB configuration investigated as well 
as the manufacturer's specifications of the core components (Copper foil and prepreg). 
The element chosen for the numerical analysis is also discussed, along with the 
assumptions made to facilitate the analysis. At this point, a short description is given for a 
computer program written by the author to aid in the automation of the fmite element 
analysis. Results of the analytical PWB warpage predictions are compared, and the 
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importance of temperature dependent property testing is discussed. Experimental results 
from shadow moire technique are also shown for illustrative purposes. 
Chapter VI, the final chapter of the paper, summarizes the results of research, and 
discusses possible methods for improvement of the current system. Current project status 
as well as possible areas of future research are described. 
The final portion of this thesis includes both a bibliographical listing as well as 
appendices. The appendices contain miscellaneous infonnation used in the research, as 
well as additional materials testing data. The reader will be referred to the information in 
the appendices throughout the paper. 
J 
T 
Bow of the Board 
Warped board due to 
thermal stress 
/ 
Original board configuration 
Figure 1.1 Illustration ofPWB bow 
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CHAPTER IT 
STRAIN GAGE SELECTION AND IMPLEMENTATION 
The following chapter details the criteria used in deciding what type of strain 
measuring system to use for experimental testing of the temperature dependent properties 
of the board materials. The decisions made based upon these criteria form the foundation 
for the entire research project. All subsequent work, to include board warpage prediction, 
is dependent upon the accuracy of the strain measurement system. To insure the greatest 
accuracy at reasonable cost , an electrical resistance strain gage (EA-13-250AE-350 from 
Measurements Group) was used for strain measurement. Though many strain-measuring 
systems exist today, electrical resistance strain gages remain the most widely used device 
[2]. 
The chapter begins with a comparison of the stacked rosette and the single open 
faced foil strain gage, and explains the reason for choosing the latter for the current 
project The following section describes several characteristics of strain gages which must 
be considered during the selection process. Once the gage selection was completed, the 
focus then turned to the method of bonding the gage to the test specimen. Great care 
must be taken to insure proper bonding of the gage with the test specimen. The adhesive 
chosen as well as the curing process are briefly described. The final section of the chapter 
explains several methods for removing sources of error from strain measurements. It 
should be noted at this point that the author found the suggestions and information 
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supplied by the engineers at Measurements Group invaluable during the entire strain gage 
selection process. 
Strain Ga~e Selection 
Stacked Rosette ys. Sin~le Open Faced Foil Ga~e 
Due to the non-homogeneity of the test material, namely B-stage prepreg, it was 
desirable to measure the material properties in the same location, which would dictate the 
use of the 2 element 90° stacked rosette. However, the prepreg test specimens used for 
this paper were approximately 0.004 inches thick. The 2 element stacked rosette, once 
bonded to the specimen, would have an approximate thickness of 0.004 inches. This 
would equal the specimen's thickness, producing unacceptable reinforcement effects. A 
comparison of data from a stacked rosette and two separate gages is shown in figures 2.2 
and 2.3. The slopes of each graph represent the coefficients of thermal expansion. The 
CTEs indicated by the stacked rosette configuration, 12.6 and 13.8E-6 in the x and y 
directions respectively, were much lower than those of the two gage configuration. 17.0 
and 19 .3E-6 for the same measurements. In addition to the reinforcement effects, the heat 
generation within the gage area would roughly double, increasing thermal output (Error in 
strain reading due to temperature effects). These two effects prompted the use of two 
open faced foil gages measuring transverse and longitudinal strains in relatively close but 
distinct locations. The actual gage layout is illustrated in figure 2.1. 
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The error in Poisson's ratio measurements due to isolated transverse and longitudinal 
strain readings was considered more acceptable than the combined heat generation and 
reinforcement effects of the rosette gage. 
Gaie Characteristics 
The first consideration is the size of the gage, which is usually specified by gage 
length (See figure 2.4 for illustration of gage length). Large gages are suggested for use 
with non-homogeneous materials, such as glass reinforced composites, to achieve better 
averaging over the strain area. Gage lengths of 0.125 to 0.25 inches are preferable, since 
larger ones do not noticeably improve fatigue life, stability, or elongation, while shorter 
ones usually are inferior [21]. For the given system, 0.25 inch gages were chosen to 
maximize surface coverage for more accurate averaging, as well as for availability from 
the manufacturer, Measurements group. 
Figure 2.4 Foil Strain Gage with gage length indicated 
In addition to the gage length, the width is also an important factor in strain gage 
selection. Particularly, if a large strain gradient exists perpendicular to the gage axis (As is 
the case with orthotropic materials), then a narrow grid width is better to minimize 
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averaging error. However, due to the poor heat transfer properties of the test material 
(prepreg), wide gages were used to enhance gage stability[21]. 
As the name implies. electrical resistance strain gages are available in varying 
resistances, with the 120 and 350 ohm gages being the most common. In general, when a 
choice exists, a 350 ohm gage is preferable because it reduces internal heat generation of 
the gage grid approximately by a factor of 3 as compared to the 120 ohm gage for the 
same excitation voltage (from P = /2 R). The 350 ohm has the advantage of decreasing 
leadwire effects such as circuit desensitization due to leadwire resistance, and unwanted 
signal variations caused by leadwire resistance changes with temperature fluctuations. 
Also, when the gage circuit includes switches. slip rings, or other sources of random 
resistance change (half bridge for example), the signal-to-noise ratio is improved with 
higher resistance gages operating at the same power level [21]. 
Adhesive selection and curin~ process 
Due to temperature range of the properties testing, room temperature to 170°C, 
the choice of adhesive was critical. After consulting with applications engineers from 
Measurements Group, M-Bond 610 adhesive was chosen. M-bond 610 is a general-
purpose epoxy-phenolic adhesive which proves useful for high temperature applications 
[16]. Another possible adhesive choice is M-Bond 600, an adhesive similar to 610 but 
with a shorter curing time. However, the 600 adhesive has more reactive curing agents 
than the 610. These agents could be reactive with the epoxy component of the prepreg 
specimens and is therefore was excluded from further consideration. An additional benefit 
of the 610 style epoxy-phenolic adhesive is that it can have a glueline less than 0.0002 
inches thick, a very important feature considering the thickness of the test specimen 
themselves which were as thin as 0.0006 inches. 
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Figure 2.5 shows glueline tern perature versus cure time in hours. The chart is used 
to detennine the amount of time necessary to cure the adhesive for a given temperature. 
For the case of copper foil specimens, a cure temperature of 170°C for 1.5 hours was 
used, corresponding to recommended values. 
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Figure 2.5 Glueline temperature vs. Time forM-Bond 610 Adhesive 
Cure temperatures and duration were not critical for the copper foil specimens; 
however, more thought was necessary for detennining the cure time and temperature for 
the B-stage prepreg samples. As a result, a cure temperature of 170°C for 1.5 hours was 
13 
again used. The decision was based upon lamination data provided by ffiM [12]. 
Composite lamination parameters were given by ffiM as follows: 






Total cycle for the above parameters: 
• Ramp 7 min. 
• 185°C for 118 min. 
• Cool down 40 min. 
The time and temperature were reduced for the actual cure process due to lack of data for 
actual temperatures of the internal layers of the composite board and assuming insulating 
effects due to layering of prepreg material. The choice of an adhesive curing temperature 
and duration better simulating the lamination process of the B-stage prepreg material 
would improve experimental results but requires a more thorough investigation of the 
lamination process itself, which is beyond the scope of this paper. 
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Strain Ga~e Excitation Leyel 
The optimum excitation level is based upon the following factors [ 17]: 
• Strain gage grid area 
• Gage resistance 
• Thennal conductivity of the test material 
• Testing temperature 
• Accuracy 
The most important of these factors for the purposes of this project was the heat sink 
capabilities of prepreg, a fiberglass/epoxy composite. When the temperature of the gage 
grid is much higher than that of the material, gage perfonnance is affected in two ways. 
The temperature rating of the gage backing can be reduced by as much as 30°C (Of 
Thermal ConductivitY of Test Material 
Accuracy EXCELLENT GOOD FAIR POOR VERY POOR 
Requirements Heavy Thick Steel Thin Stainless Filled Plastic such Unfilled Plastic such as 
for strain Aluminum Steel or as Acrylic or Polystyrene 
measurement or Copper Titanium Flber2lass/epoxv 
High 2-5 1-2 0.5-1 0.1-0.2 0.01-0.02 
Moderate 5-10 2-5 1-2 0.2-0.5 0.02-0.05 
Low 10-20 5-10 2-5 0.5-1 0.05-0.1 
Table 2.1 Heat sink conditions data from Measurements Group, Inc. (watts/in2) 
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primary concern considering temperature ranges for testing), and the stress-free stability of 
the gage is reduced, creating zero-shift, which is extremely important when using the half-
bridge configuration [ 17]. Table 2.1 illustrates the heat sink capabilities of some common 
materials, including fiberglass/epoxy composites. Based upon data from table 2.1, prepreg 
(fiberglass/epoxy composite) has poor heat sink properties, warranting careful 
consideration of gage excitation levels. The power dissipated in the gage grid is given by 
the following equation [ 17]: 




From which the power density in the gage grid is determined by: 
where: RG 
(2.2) 
= gage resistance (ohms) 
=grid area (in2) 
=bridge excitation voltage 
The strain measurement system used for testing had an excitation voltage of 3.5 volts, and 
the gage resistance was 350 ohms with a grid area of 0.0625 in2 (See Appendix A for 
gage specifications). From equations 2.1 and 2.2, the pow~r dissipated in the gage grid is 
0.00875 watts, producing a power density of 0.14 watt.sJin2. Comparison of this value 
with the heat sink conditions from table 2.1 indicate that the system excitation level of 3.5 
volts was within the optimum range for measurement accuracy. 
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Correctin~ for Thermal Output 
Half Brid~e Confi~ration 
When a bonded gage undergoes a temperature change, the gage alloy usually 
undergoes a change in resistance. This resistance change is independent of the stress-
induced strain of the test specimen. The temperature change of the gage assembly causes 
this apparent strain which is termed the thermal output of the gage [ 15]. 
The classical method for correcting for thennal output while measuring mechanical 
properties is the "dilatometer", which utilizes the half-bridge circuit with a dummy gage in 
one quarter of the bridge (See Figure 2.6). During the test, the dummy gage is mounted 
on a coupon identical to the test specimen (or approximately identical as is the case for 
this research due to the variation of composite materials). The thermal output for each 
gage will cancel due to the balancing effects of the bridge, provided both test and dwnmy 
gage assemblies are at the same tern perature. 
To achieve the highest accuracy possible in canceling thermal output~ gages on 
both the test specimen and dummy should be as identical as possible [ 15]. Purchasing the 
dual element gage pattern available from Measurements Group would have guaranteed 
the closest match between thermal outputs of the gages, but were not available during the 







Figure 2.6 Strain gages in half-bridge configuration for measuring thermal 
expansion coefficients and correcting for thermal output 
Second Order Error Correction 
Transverse Sensitivity correction 
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To further enhance thermal expansion measurements, smaller effects need to be 
addressed. One of these factors is the transverse sensitivity of the strain gage [5]. This 
effect arises from the fact that the gage has been calibrated for a specific difference in 
thermal expansion between the gage grid and the specimen. When a test material is used 
that does not match the specified CTE value, errors will result. To correct these errors, it 
is necessary to multiply the difference in thermal outputs of the gage with respect to the 
specimen and gage with respect to the reference material by a correction factor [ 15] 
(These two sources of thermal output are discussed in detail in the following chapter, and 
are shown in equation 3.8). The difference in these thermal outputs is represented by the 
voltage reading from the bridge circuit, which is recorded as a strain value. The 
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correction procedure involves multiplying the recorded strain reading by a correction 




(1 + Kr) 
(2.3) 
The factor Kt is a correction factor which is given in percentage fonn in the data sheet 
accompanying gages purchased from the Measurements Group. One important limitation 
of this correction procedure is that it is only applicable to isotropic materials [15]. For 
this reason, this correction procedure was only used for the copper foil specimens. 
Ga~e Factor Correction 
Much like transverse sensitivity error discussed above, gage factor correction 
accounts for relatively small inaccuracies. The procedure is also very much like that for 
transverse sensitivity correction. Again the difference in thermal outputs of the gage with 
respect to the specimen and the gage with respect to the reference material are multiplied 
by a correction factor. This correction factor is given as [15]: 
1 
(2.4) 
The factor ll.FG is the change in gage factor with temperature. This factor is also given in 
percentage form in the data sheet accompanying the purchased gages. It must be put into 
decimalized fonn prior to use in the correction procedure. 
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Chapter Conclusion 
Electrical resistance strain gages were chosen for the strain measurement system 
due to their high level of accuracy and cost effectiveness. Upon careful review of 
selection criteria, the EA-13-250AE-350 open faced foil strain gage, available from 
Measurements Group, was chosen for its low level of specimen reinforcemen~ relatively 
large grid length, and low level of heat generation. The thicknesses of test specimens for 
the research ( as small as 0.0006 inches) produced unique problems in the selection 
process. The gage lay-up was non-traditional, but the reinforcing and heat generation 
affects of traditional stacked rosette gages were seen as unacceptable. 
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CHAPTER ill 
AUTOMATION OF PROPERTIES TESTING PROCESS 
As stated in the introduction to the thesis, one of the objectives of the research is 
the development of an automated system for the rapid detennination of the thenno-
mechanical behavior of the board. Though the long tenn objective is the automation of 
each of the three phases outlined in the introduction, the current research focuses mainly 
on the temperature dependent properties testing portion. Specifically, the chapter 
discusses the experimental setup used for properties testing, briefly describing each facet 
of the testing process, to include CTE, Young's Moduli , Poisson's ratio, and shear 
modulus testing. Explanations of the corresponding software routines used to control 
testing are also given. 
Hardware Setup 
The hardware setup included an mM 386 computer which served as the platfonn 
for the MTS Testar software package, an MTS load unit and hydraulic power system, a 
Honeywell UDC 3000 digital controller, an Infinity K-type thermocouple meter, and a 
Satec oven. The actual system is shown in figure 3.1. All commands are introduced to 
the system via computer which forms the user interface with the MTS Digital Controller, 
the heart of the properties testing system. All signals in the setup flow through and are 
processed by the MTS Digital Controller. However, the system can be separated into 
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three distinct subsystems, each performing a separate function. The subsystems include 
temperature control, signal processing, and load unit control. 
K-Type 
Thermocouple Meter 
.--- 1:1 42.5 . u 










MTS Testar Software 
Anabg Filter and Signal 
Processor 
MfS Load Unit 
Figure 3.1 Hardware Setup for Automation of Properties Testing 
Temperature control involved both the Honeywell Universal Digital Controller 
(UDC) and the K-type thennocouple meter, as well as the Testware-SX software which 
formed the interface with the MTS Digital Controller (The software program itself is 
discussed in the following section). Through commands using the Testware software, an 
analog signal ranging from 0 to 5 volts was sent from the MTS Digital Controller to the 
UDC. The UDC was fitted with an input card which allows for remote set point 
operation. With this card, the UDC interpreted the input signal as a set point for the 
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process variable, which for this project was the temperature of the oven. The input signal 
to set point conversion was based upon an internal scaling parameter. For the testing 
done for this project, a 0 to 5 volt input signal represented a 0 to 400°C set point for the 
oven temperature. The K-type thermocouple meter provided temperature feedback to the 
MTS Digital Controller which is monitored by the Testware software. The feedback was 
in the form of a 1 to 5 volt analog signal, which was then converted to Celsius degrees by 
a similar mechanism as described for the UDC. 
The signal processing portion of the system included both the analog filter and the 
MTS Digital Controller. The analog filter and strain amplifier processed the signals from 
the strain gages prior to transfer to the MTS Digital Controller. The analog filter also 
provided the excitation voltage for the strain gage circuit. 
The final subsystem handled load control and included the MTS Load Unit , MTS 
Digital controller and the Testware software. The user created software sent commands 
to the MTS Digital Controller which interpreted these commands and performed the 
necessary servo valve control commands to move the actuator as defmed by the user's 
program. The load cell of the MTS Load Unit sent signals to the MTS Digital Controller 
which then calculated the current force on the specimen. To assure uniaxial stress on the 
test specimen, an anti-torque device was designed and mounted onto the main actuator of 
the MTS Load Unit. All desired data was recorded in a data file by the Testware 
software. 
Test Software Description 
Testware-SX is an application of the MTS Testar software package. Testware-SX 
allows the user to create property testing procedures through the use of an interactive 
window environment These tests are broken up into steps, which in tum are made up of 





• Data Collection: 
• Event Detectors: 
• External Control: 
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The Command processes control the servo valve of the load unit using a closed loop 
control system, allowing for cyclic or monotonic load control as well as hold commands 
which maintain loads for a prescribed duration. Data collection commands store data 
from input channels to user defmed ftles. Event Detectors provide the user greater control 
over tests by either responding to test conditions or by triggering other processes. 
External Control commands allow the user to output signals to devices which are external 
to the control loop, such as the Honeywell Digital Controller shown in figure 3.1. A 
sample test program is illustrated in figure 3.2. More detailed programs are discussed 
later in the chapter for specific types of tests (e.g. CTE, Modulus, etc.). 
Step 1 
I Monotonic Command ] 
I Step2 l 
jCyctic Command 
I Hold Command J 
I Step3 I 
[ Monotonic Command I 
Step 1 Step2 
Figure 3.2 Sample program for Testware-SX application 
Verification of System Accuracy 
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Step3 
To evaluate the system perfonnance, the coefficient of thennal expansion was 
measured for an aluminum specimen. The published value for the CTE for aluminum is 
23.9E-6 inlin/C [19]. Curve fitting data points measured by the testing system produced 
the line shown in figure 3.3. The following equation gives change in strain based upon the 
CTE. 
ilTa = & (3.1) 
where: a =thermal expansion coefficient 
Rearranging the equation gives: 
LlE = change in strain 






From equation 3.2 it can be seen that the coefficient of thermal expansion is the slope of 
the line shown in figure 3.3, which is 23.8E-6 in/in/C. This measurement compares 
favorably with the published value. 
0.0030 
Coetflolelt of Ther•al Elpaulo• 
0.0025 Publlahed 23.8E-8 ln/ln/C 















20 so •o so eo 10 ao 10 100 110 120 
Temperature (C) 
Figure 3.3 Thermal Strain vs. Temperature for Aluminum 
Operatin 2 Procedure 
Coupon Specifications 
The test specimen geometry was detennined based upon the ASTM standard test 
method for tiber-resin composites [20]. For the 0/90° ply fiber orientation, the specimen's 
recommended width and gage length were 1 and 5 inches respectively (See figure 3.4). 
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The gripping mechanism initially presented a problem during specimen loading. 
The edges of the grip 'teeth' cut through the thin specimen, causing failure at the grip with 
relatively low loads. To correct the problem, several tests were performed with varying 
torque applied to grip screws, to determine what torque is sufficient to prevent slipping 
without causing grip failure. 
Note: All Dimensions in inches 
~ I' :A;,·•r: ·•··· "· .· .~•· ······•••• ····•· ·· · ····· ··· ··· ······ ;.· ····. · ·· ·1 
Figure 3.4 Coupon specification and grip configuration 
CTE Measurement 
The common method for measuring the thennal coefficient of expansion is to 
utilize a half-bridge circuit configuration (See chapter 2 for details), incorporating a 
material with a known CTE in one quarter of the bridge. For our system, titanium silicate 
was chosen because of its extremely low CTE value, approximately 0.05E-6 in/in/C0 [ 15]. 
The half-bridge configuration provides a simple method for removal of thermal output 
effects. The thennal output of the gage can be expressed in tenns of two factors: 1) 
Resistivity change of the gage grid alloy with temperature 2) Mechanical strain due to 
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difference in thennal expansions of the gage alloy and test material. Due to the fact that 
the half bridge configuration was used, two sources of thermal output existed. The first 
was thennal output of the gage with respect to the specimen or test material (Denoted by 
GIS), the second was the thennal output of the gage with respect to the reference material 
(Denoted by G/R). The thennal output with of the gage with respect to the specimen is 
written as [ 15]: 
(3.3) 
where: Er1o<Gts> = thermal output for grid alloy G on 
specimen material S 
~G = thennal coefficient of resistivity of grid 
material 
a 5 - Cla = difference in thermal expansion 
coefficients between specimen and grid ' 
respectively 
Fa = gage factor for strain gage 
!!.T =temperature change from arbitrary initial 
reference temperature 





= instrument gage factor 
= unit resistance change 
The thermal output can then be expressed in strain units as follows: 
(3.5) 




The above equation can be rewritten for an identical type gage mounted on the reference 
material which is in the adjacent arm of the bridge and represents the thermal output of the 
gage with respect to the reference material. The equation becomes: 
ErtocatR> =[~a +(aR -aa)]L\T 
Fa 
(3.7) 
In equation 3.7, R denotes the reference material with a known CTE. Subtracting 
equation 3.7 from 3.6 and rearranging gives: 
(£TIO(GIS) - £TIO!GIR)) 




With equation 3.8, the procedure for calculating the CTE of the test material (as) 
becomes a simple task. The indicated strain from the system, represented by the 
numerator on the right hand side of equation 3.8, was plotted versus temperature. The 
slope of this plot represents the difference in CTEs of the specimen and reference material. 
The CTE of the reference material was then added to this value to produce the actual CTE 
for the test specimen. 
The Testware-SX software test program used in CTE measurement contains a 
series of loops corresponding to the different tern peratures for which strain data is taken. 
These loops represent the steps discussed earlier in this chapter. The frrst process for 
each step was the setting of the oven temperature through the use of the External 
command. The Honeywell Digital Controller was fitted with an input card which allowed 
for remote set point control of the process variable, which for this case was oven 
temperature. The input card accepted a + 1-5 VDC signal, which was scaled according to 
controller configuration. For the current project, the range represented 0-400°C. 
The next process was an Event Detector Command which triggered the data 
acquisition process discussed next. The process detected when the input temperature 
from the K-type thermocouple meter reached the remote set point temperature. The input 
temperature was taken from a thermocouple attached to the titanium silicate specimen 
(Material used as reference in half-bridge configuration) to assure that both the reference 
material and the test specimen were at the same temperature. Because of titanium 
silicate's low thermal conductivity, it was assumed to be the controlling factor in 
determining when to take strain data. 
The Data Acquisition process recorded the values from user specified input 
channels. The channels used in CTE testing were temperature and the strains in both the 
transverse and longitudinal directions. A series of twenty readings were recorded for each 
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temperature, with the average value used in CTE calculation. Subsequent readings were 
appended to the bottom of the data file. A loop of the CTE test program is illustrated in 
figure 3.5. 
S1ep 1: LOOP I 
I External Command: Set temperaiUre for Oven 
I Evant DelaciDr: Detamine when raference ma!Brial . reaches set 18m perature. 
I Data Acquisition: Begin ~recording strain values 
End LOOP 
Figure 3.5 Representative loop of CTE test program 
Limitations 
One of the limitations of the CTE test process was the use of the reference 
material in the half bridge. Titanium silicate has an extremely low coefficient of thennal 
expansion which greatly increased the time steps between subsequent strain data readings. 
The effects due to prolonged exposure to temperatures above the glass transition 
temperature of the composite material merits further investigation~ but was not within the 
scope of this research project. 
The strain gage configuration for modulus testing was similar to that for CTE 
measurement discussed previously; however~ the reference material used in the half-bridge 
configuration was replaced with a 'dummy' gage mounted on a coupon approximately 
identical to the test specimen. During a stress test at elevated temperatures. two effects 
contribute to specimen strain. The frrst is strain due to the applied load, the second is that 
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of strain due to thermal expansion with change in temperature. Incorporation of the 
dummy gage aids in eliminating thermal expansion effects from the strain readings of the 
test specimen [22]. 
Test procedures were based upon the ASTM standard test method for fiber-resin 
composites, designation 03039-76 [20]. Based upon this standard, the speed of testing 
for the prepreg was approximately 0.3 in/min. The speed of testing for copper was not as 
critical, so a value of 0.1 inlminute was chosen. The speed of testing for both copper and 
prepreg were set by constant cross-head speed. In accordance with ASTM test standards, 





=modulus of elasticity, MPa or psi 
M /til = slope of the plot of load as a function of 
defonnation within the linear portion of the 
curve 
I = gage length of measuring instrument , mm 
or in. (0.25 in. for gage used in research) 
b = width of specimen, mm or in., 
d =thickness of specimen. mm or in. 
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Poisson's ratio was determined experimentally by the following equation [20]: 
(3.10) 
where: Jl =Poisson's ratio 
&: l. / L\En = slope of strain-strain curve in the linear 
region, J_ denotes strain perpendicular to 
applied load, and II denotes strain 
parallel to applied load 
To ensure accurate strain measurements, it was vital that the specimen be mounted 
correctly. Referring to figure 3.4, which illustrates the grip and specimen configuration, it 
can be seen that one requirement was the proper alignment of the specimen in the grip 
system to provide unifonn loading. The failure of the specimen at the grip location was a 
major problem due to the thickness of the specimens (0.6 to 3.5 mil range). A close up of 
the grip 'teeth' is shown in figure 3.6. 






Cap screws for tigtening 
grips (3 on each side of 
specimen) 
Figure 3.6 Close up of lower grip 
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Through trial and error, standard methods were developed for specimen mounting. For 
the case of the prepreg specimen, the grip screws shown in figure 3.6 were tightened using 
a beam type torque wrench with range of 100 lbf-in to a final torque of 5 lbf-in. With this 
torque, specimen slippage did not occur and grip failure was greatly reduced. 
Copper foil specimens required slightly different preparation. With the 0.6 mil 
thickness of 0.5 oz. copper foil, the grip teeth cut through the specimen even with the 
lowest available torque use. To remedy this, small samples of prepreg were adhered to 
either side of the copper specimens using the same bonding procedure used for gage 
mounting. Figure 3. 7 illustrates the configuration. 
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~ Copper foil specimen 
Figure 3. 7 Grip configuration used for copper foil specimens 
Several trial tests were perfonned at varying torque levels for the grip screws to eliminate 
slippage without producing grip failure. After a trial and error process, a torque of 30 lbf-
in was detennined to be sufficient 
Once the specimen was prepared and mounted, testing began. Unlike CTE 
measurements discussed earlier, the measurement of moduli and Poisson's ratio required 
load conditions. Therefore the Testware procedure also had to be modified. The main 
addition was the inclusion of control commands for the MTS load unit. To accomplish 
this, several new steps and processes were created. 
Much like the CTE testing program, the modulus program contained several loops 
corresponding to the different temperature levels. The program began by initializing 
external control devices and querying the user for system readiness, utilizing a subset of 
the event detector process discussed earlier known as operator event detector. This 
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detector manifested itself in the form of a push button dialog box in Testware's window 
environment The operator event detector asked the user if the Honeywell temperature 
controller is ready for remote set point operation, allowing for external control of oven 
temperature by the Testware software. If it was not ready, the user simply changed to 
remote set point operation by pressing the mode selection button on the Honeywell 
temperature controller, and then continued. Once the operator clicked the mouse on the 
'ready' button, the program ran automatically until the test was completed. 
Once initialization was complete, the actual testing process began. The test itself 
was a repetition of a combination of two steps. The frrst set the oven tern perature and 
waited until the desired level was reached. The second was a servo-valve control loop 
which loaded and unloaded the specimen between an upper and lower limit load value. 
The upper load values for each type of test specimen are shown in table 3.1 The lower 
load value for all test materials was 5lbf. 
The frrst step contained two processes, 1) an external control command , 2) an 
event detector. The external control command set the oven temperature using the 
Honeywell controller. The event detector monitored the oven temperature measured by 
the K-type thennocouple meter, signaling the end of the frrst step when the temperature 
matched that of the set point. The second step was a loop command that contained five 
processes. The frrst was a monotonic command that used length control to increase the 
load on the specimen (See table 3.1 for maximum load values for each specimen). 
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Material Maximum Load (lbf) 
Co_mler 1.0 oz. 25 
Copp_er 0.5 oz. 15 
Prepreg, (Ex and Ey) 20 
Prepreg, (Off-axis testing) 20 
Table 3.1 Maximum Loads used for modulus testing for each type of specimen 
The second process was an event detector which monitored the force channel of the 
system. The detector was triggered when the measured load exceeded the upper limit as 
specified by the tester. The completion of this maximum force detector then triggered the 
next process which also was a monotonic command process. However, this process 
decreased length at a specified rate, thus reducing the load on the test specimen. 1bis 
process continued until another event detector was triggered when a minimum force or 
load was encountered. This value was set to 5 lbf. for all tests done for this project The 
final process was a data collection command which was active during the execution of the 
four previous processes. 1bis command stored data from the length channel, the force 
channel, and both strain channels (Transverse and longitudinal), in a data file which was 
stored in an optional Excel fonnat allowing for later processing using the commercial 
spreadsheet. A representation of the two step combination is shown in figure 3.8. The 
loop shown in figure 3.8 was repeated two times for each temperature level, to allow for 
averaging. 
STEP 1: 0vwt tamperalura control step 
I ExlemaJ Command: Set 1Bmpera1Ure for Oven 
[ 
Event Detector: Determine when oven temperature 
. reaches 88t 'POint value. 
I End STEP 1 l 
-
STEP 2: Cyclic load control Slap 
I M~ic comm~d: lncraase=..;.;;len~gth="'----
[ 
Event 0e1actor: .D~ine when 1on::e exceeds 
m&XJmum value. --------"' 
I Monotonic command: ,Decrease length 
[ 
Event Detactol. Determine when force faJis below 5 
lbf. minimum. ---------' 
EndSTEP2 I 
Store data 
- during each 
process 
Figure 3.8 Representation of commands repeated for each temperature level for 
modulus testing. 
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The next phase of the properties testing process involved calculating the various 
mechanical properties based upon the strain and load values stored in the data file created 
by the Tcstware program and the physical geometry of the specimen. This process was 
both time consuming and tedious, requiring relatively large amounts of disk space for data 
storage. The Excel commercial spreadsheet was used to calculate moduli from stored 
data. The data was then plotted using Cricket Graph commercial software. Moduli 
testing results for the various materials are given in chapter 4 of this paper. 
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Shear Modulus ( G;cy..J. 
Traditional shear modulus tests for isotropic materials are not applicable in the 
case of unidirectional composites due to the shear-coupling effect as a result of matrix-
fiber interaction [3,10,4]. Instead, the off-axis coupon test is used to determine the shear 
modulus G12 • The actual specimen lay-up along with strain gage orientation is shown in 
figure 3.9. The lines in the figure represent the warp direction of the prepreg test 
specimens, which are woven fiber composites. However, the following analysis is also 
applicable to woven fiber composites [3]. 
Figure 3.9 Specimen for 45° off-axis coupon test to determine shear modulus 




The strains in the 1 and 2 directions (longitudinal and transverse direction or material axis 
system) are related to the strains in the x and y directions by the following relations: 
£1 = cos8(cos8-sin 8)£.( +sin 8(sin 8 -cos8)£, + 2sin 8cos8£45 
£2 =sin 8(cos8+ sin 8)£.( + cos8(sin 8 +cos8)£,- 2sin 8cos8£ 45 (3.12) 
By measuring the strains £ .( , £ Y , and£ 45 with a three-element strain gage configuration, 
equation 3.12 allows for the calculation of strains in both the fiber and matrix direction, as 
well as the shear strain in the material axis system. The off-axis coupon tests conducted as 
part of this research project used specimens with 8 = 45°, which allow the shear stress 






It can be shown that by combining equations 3.13 and 3.14 and then using the stress-strain 
relations the following result can be found. 




Equation 3.15 was used to detennine the shear modulus of the woven fiber composite 
prepreg. The equation shows that the two gage configuration illustrated in tigure 3.9 is 
sufficient for detennining the shear modulus when the off-axis angle is 45°. 
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y 
Figure 3.10 Diagram of off-axis coupon test with axes-system and notation 
The Testware-SX program for shear modulus testing was similar to the test 
discussed in the previous section for E~. The only difference between the two tests was 
the configuration of the test specimen for the case of prepreg. 
Chapter Conclusion 
The current system setup allowed the user to perform properties testing with some 
amount of initial system calibration. Prior to testing, the analog signal processor was 
tuned to maintain zero offset for the initial strain signal. Data was then be read directly 
without modification for offset, however; it was not necessary for accuracy of results. 
Future improvements include the addition of strain modules for the MTS Digital 
Controller. The modules would perform initial system calibration (Including shunt 
calibration of the bridge) as well as signal processing, thus eliminating the need for the 
analog signal processor. Once the modules are in place, the user only has to prepare the 
specimen and then press a button. 
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An additional benefit of the strain modules would be the ability for strain control, 
which is generally used in properties testing. At the time of testing , the strain modules 
were not available, and length control was used instead. 
Perhaps the greatest improvement in the perfonnance of the automated testing 
system would come from the incorporation of a laser extensometer. The extensometer 
would eliminate the extensive amount of time required for mounting of strain gages on the 
specimens, up to 2 hours per lot. The use of the extensometer would also decrease the 
amount of error due to gage mounting as well as gage variability. Though the frrst time 
cost of the extensometer is large (approximately $50,000), over time it will pay for itself 
by ending the need for strain gages which ·are not reusable. For this project, EA-13-
250AE-350 open face foil strain gages are used costing about $37.00 for a pack of five 





As stated in the introduction of the thesis, the main objectives of this research was 
the detennination of the temperature dependent thenno-mechanical properties of the 
printed wiring board's constituent materials, as well as the automation of said process. 
The following chapter details the experimental results of the properties testing for the 
PWB's core materials: prepreg, 1.0 oz. copper foil, and 0.5 oz copper foil. The chapter is 
divided into two sections, the frrst containing test data for prepreg, the second for copper, 
both 1.0 and 0.5 oz. styles. Included in the sections is a comparison with related 
temperature dependent test data found in the literature. Located on each graph of material 
properties is infonnation indicating both material data from the literature, as well as the 
values measured in the course of the research. The measured values are given at the frrst 
data point temperature level (Between 25°C and 30°C) to allow comparison with 
published data, which is given for room temperature. Values for the first data points range 
between 25°C and 30°C due to the fact that after the completion of one test, the oven 
must be allowed to cool before another test can begin. For some tests, the oven did not 
completely cool to room temperature. 
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Data Preparation 
All experimental data originated from the MTS Testar system, in particular, the 
Testware SX application program . Strain measurements were stored in data flies using an 
Excel spreadsheet fonnat, allowing for later manipulation by the Excel software package. 
For each material property, a series of tests were conducted, with the average 
value used to create the plots which follow. CfE calculations used the average of five 
tests, while all other property plots were based upon the average of three tests. In 
addition to the average data points, error bars are also shown for each data point. These 
error bars indicate the estimated standard error of the test samples. This estimated 
standard error is included to indicate the relative level of dispersion for the data points 
obtained for the 3/5 different trials at each temperature level. The method of calculating 
the error follows[ll]. First, the sample variance was determined by the following 
equation: 





= sample variance 
=sample measurement 
=number of samples 
From the sample variance, the sample standard deviation was calculated by simply taking 
the positive square root. The sample variance calculation was used in place of the 
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standard variance calculation due to the relatively low number of samples (n=3 for most 
tests). The estimated standard error was then calculated from the sample standard 
deviation (s) and the number of samples using the following equation: 
s 
e = J;, (4.2) 
where: e = estimated standard error 
Prepre~: Property Data 
The material properties tested for the prepreg included CTE, Young's moduli, 
shear modulus, and Poisson's ratio. The prepreg material tested is a woven 
fiberglass/epoxy composite with a fiber count of 60 in the warp direction, and 47 in the fill 
direction (See appendix E for manufacturer information). Because the prepreg is a 
fiberglass/epoxy composite with orthotropic properties, Young's modulus is shown for 
both warp and fill directions. Warp direction is labeled the 'X' direction, with fill 
corresponding to the 'Y' direction. Figures 4.1-4.6 illustrate how material properties 
varied with temperature over an approximate range of 25°C to 170°C. 
CTE Testin~ Data for Prepre~ 
Each of the data points shown in figures 4.1 and 4.2 are the average of five tests of 
thermal strain versus temperature. The slopes of the plots represent the coefficients of 
thennal expansion (See chapter 3 for equation derivation) for both warp and fill directions. 
As seen in the figures, the CTE for prepreg in the warp and fill direction was 20.1E-6 
in/in/C 0 and 21.7E-6 in/in/C0 respectively. The error bars indicate that sample variance 
was very small for CTE data measurement in both warp and fill directions. The measured 
values of CTE were in the mid-range of published values. 
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Moduli and Poisson's Ratio Testin~ Data for Prepre~ 
The review of related literature produced a paper by Haque et al. [8] in which 
temperature and moisture dependent properties testing was conducted on kevlar-
graphitelepoxy composite laminates. In conclusion, the investigators found that over the 
temperature range of 25-150°C, Young's modulus decreased while Poisson's ratio 
increased for dry specimens. These results are similar to the results of testing done for the 
current paper. As seen in figures 4.3 and 4.4, Young's moduli decreased with 
temperature, while figure 4.6 shows how Poisson's ratio increased. Figure 4.7 indicates 
the percent change in the material properties for prepreg over the test temperature range. 
The figure shows the greatest percent change in Poisson's ratio, which increased by 
approximately 106%. The percent change in Young's modulus was greater in the fill 
direction than in the warp direction, with values of 33% and 20% respectively. This is to 
be expected due to the fact that the fiber count was higher in the warp direction (See 
appendix E for manufacturer information for prepreg). The shear modulus increased by 
76%. Table 4.1 indicates both published values and measured values for the material 
properties of prepreg. 
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Material Property Published (25°C) Measured(25-30°C) 
Prepreg Ex (psi) 1.6-3.7E6 1.98E6 
Ey 1.6-3.7E6 1.53E6 
Gxy (psi) 0.3-l.OE6 0.42E6 
vxy 0.02-0.04 0.17 
ax (inlin/C0 ) 11-28E-6 20.1E-6 
ay (in/in/C0 ) 11-28E-6 21.7E-6 
Table 4.1 Published and measured properties for prepreg 
Copper Foil Property Data 
The properties tested for 1.0 and 0.5 oz. Copper foil include CTE, Young's and 
shear modulus. and Poisson's ratio. As is the case for prepreg, three samples were tested 
for each tensile property, and 5 samples for CTE, with the average value shown in the 
following figures. 
CIE Iestin ~ Data for Copper 
The average measured coefficient of thennal expansion for 1.0 oz. copper foil 
(thickness approximately 0.0012 inches) was 20.4E-6 in/in/C0 , as shown in tigure 4.9. 
The measured value is slightly greater than the upper bound of published data. which 
ranges from 15 to 20E-6 in/in/C0 • The average CTE for 0.5 oz. copper foil (Thickness 
approximately 0.0006 inches) was 17. 7E-6 in/in/C0 (see figure 4.14), which is 
approximately in the mid range of published data. The error bars indicate relatively little 
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dispersion of data points for each temperature level, increasing the confidence m 
measurement values. 
Moduli and Poisson's Ratio Iestin~ Data for Copper 
In reviewing the literature, temperature dependent properties testing has previously 
been conducted on several samples of copper and copper-base alloys by a joint ASIM-
ASME committee [25]. The results of the investigation for the annealed 0.07 mm copper 
specimen are duplicated here for comparative purposes. The specimens for the current 
paper differ from the aforementioned investigation in that current specimens were 
produced through an electro-depostion process, and ranged in thickness from 1.2 to 0.6 
mils as compared to approximately 18 mils for the ASIM project However, similarities 
are seen in property behavior. 
Figure 4.8 shows a plot of Young's modulus versus temperature for the ASTM 
study. The plot shows a decrease in modulus as temperature increases. The same general 
trend is found in modulus testing for copper foil specimens for the current project, of 
which 1.0 oz. copper foil is frrst discussed. Figure 4.10 shows a decrease in Young's 
modulus as temperature increases over the test range. The measured value of Young's 
modulus at 30°C, 14.8E-6 in/in/C0 , lies in the mid range of published values of 12-17 .9E-6 
in/in/C0 • Shear modulus also decreased over the test range (see figure 4.11), while 
Poisson's ratio increased (see figure 4.12). The measured value of shear modulus at 30°C 
is 5.7E6 psi, while the published value for copper is 5.6E6 psi. The measured value of 
Poisson's ratio at 25°C and published values are 0.35 and 0.3-0.35 respectively. The 
estimated sample error for Young's modulus and shear modulus show moderate sample 
dispersion, while Poisson's ratio is somewhat larger than both. While noise effects were 
moderate for each channel of strain measurement for the test system, the combination of 
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the effects as required by the computation of Poisson's ratio, probably magnified the 
effects of signal noise, increasing sample variance, and thus the estimated sample error. 
Several methods of decreasing noise effects are discussed in the conclusions of the 
chapter. Figure 4.13 illustrated the total percent change over the test temperature range 
for 1.0 oz. copper foil. Young's modulus decreased by 43%, while Poisson's ratio 
increased by 31%. The largest change is seen in the shear modulus, which decreases by 
approximately 52%. 
The trend seen in the behavior of material properties with temperature for 1.0 oz. 
copper foil was also found in the copper 05. oz copper foil specimens. Young's modulus 
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Figure 4.8 ASTM-ASME joint committee study on elevated temperature properties 
for annealed copper [25]. 
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and 4.16. However, Poisson's ratio appeared to remain constant, with error bars 
indicating fairly large sample variance for several data points (see figure 4.17). The author 
refers the reader to the noise effects alluded to previously in the chapter. These effects 
were even more pronounced for the 0.5 oz. specimens due to the fact that the maximum 
load during testing was lower than that for 1.0 oz. copper, thus decreasing strain 
measurement resolution. Again, proposed solutions are discussed in the chapter 
conclusion. Table 4.2 compares published values of material properties at room 
temperature with measured values at approximately the same temperature. 
The total percent change for 0.5 oz. copper foil material properties over the test 
temperature range is shown in figure 4.18. Young's modulus and shear modulus 
decreased by 39% and 32% respectively, while Poisson's ratio shows just a 4% drop. 
Material Property Published(25°C) 1, Measured(25-30°C) 
Copper, 1.0 oz. Ex (psi) 12-17.3E6 14.8E6 
Gxy (psi) 5.6E6 5.7E6 
vxy 0.3-0.35 0.35 
ax (inlin/C0 ) 15-20E-6 20.4E-6 
Copper, 0.5 oz. Ex (psi) 12-17.3E6 17.8E6 
Gxv (psi) 5.6E6 6.6E6 
vxv 0.3-0.35 0.37 
ax (inlin/C0 ) 15-20E-6 17.7E-6 
Table 4.2 Published and measured properties for copper (1.0 and 0.5 oz. styles) 
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Table 4.2 indicates published values for copper at room temperature as well as measured 
values ranging from 25 to 30°C. 
Chapter Conclusion 
Tables 4.1 and 4.2 contain both measured and published values for all tests 
conducted for the thesis. Graphs showing the relationships between material properties 
and temperature over the test range of 25-170°C are presented. Each plot includes error 
bars representing the estimated sample error for each set of data points for the 
corresponding temperature level. Figure 4.7, 4.13, and 4.18 illustrate the total percent 
change in the material property over the test range of temperatures. The results of related 
research studies appear to correspond well with current research results, increasing the 
authors confidence in experimental data. 
The results for Poisson's ratio for 0.5 oz. copper may be improved by changing the 
load cell on the MTS Load Unit. For the current projec~ a 5000 lbf. load cell was used. 
The maximum load placed on the 0.5 oz. copper specimen was 15 lbf. (see table 3.1), 
which is approximately 0.3% of the load cells range. However, with a smaller load cell, 
such as 500 lbf., load data resolution would increase. As a result, more accurate load 
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FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS 
This chapter represents the analytical portion of the paper, as opposed to chapters 
2,3,4, and 6, which are experimental in nature. The methods and results presented in this 
chapter fonn the impetus for the three previous chapters. The results of the rigorous 
temperature dependent properties testing detailed in chapter four are now applied to the 
application of predicting out-of-plane deflection of a sample printed wiring board subject 
to thermal loading, simulating the wave soldering process (See chapter 1 for description of 
wave soldering process). Analytical predictions are also made using both the maximum 
and minimum values of published property data for the tested materials. These values 
provide an upper and lower bound to demonstrate the variance in warpage prediction that 
can be obtained using published data. 
A brief description of the sample board lay-up, or physical geometry, is first given, 
followed by a discussion of methods used for PWB manufacture. The discussion provides 
information which is key to understanding the reasoning behind assumptions made in the 
creation of the finite element model. In keeping with the objective of the research, i.e., 
automation of the entire testing/modeling process, the chapter also contains a discussion 
of a computer program written by the author to act as an interface between the tester and 
the Ansys software package. The experimental technique for measuring the sample 
board's warpage, Shadow Moire, is discussed and the experimental setup is shown. 
Results from analytical warpage prediction are given for the following cases using: 1) 
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measured temperature dependent property da~ 2) maximum published property data, 3) 
minimum published property data. Experimental warpage measurement results using the 
Shadow Moire technique are shown for illustrative purposes only, to demonstrate the 
method by which future analytical predictions will be evaluated. 
PWB Lay-up 
The printed wiring board (PWB) is a laminate, which is defmed as any material 
made up of multiple layers bonded together [9]. Most PWBs are composed of layers of 
fiberglass epoxy and copper. These core materials were the subject of properties testing 
discussed in chapter three. In this chapter, the focus will be on utilizing the previously 
determined thermo-mechanical properties to predict the out-of-plane warpage of the 
laminate. Figure 5.1 illustrates the sample PWB configuration. 
Note/ Indicates Warp direction 
6 Sheets of 8-Stage Prepreg 
(0.0028' thick after cure) 
Figure 5.1 Sample PWB 
1-oz. Copper foil 
0.0012'' thick 





Traditional multi-layer printed wiring boards are made of conductive copper layers 
separated by non-conductive or dielectric layers bonded together through a heat treatment 
or 'baking' process. 
The copper layers are chosen from standard sizes which are specified in oz/ft2, and 
are typically available in 0.5, 1, 2, and 3 oz/ft2. The layers of copper are either designated 
as power or signal planes. Power planes provide necessary voltages for board 
components, while signal planes provide the circuitry for transporting device signals. For 
this projec4 0.5 and 1 ozlft2 sheets of copper foil were used in the production of the 
sample PWB. 
The dielectric material used for this project is glass-reinforced epoxy. It is widely 
used due to its relatively low cost and desirable mechanical properties such as stiffness, 
flexibility, and dimensional stability [13]. The material is a epoxy-glass composite, 
comprised of woven fiberglass cloth 'impregnated' with an epoxy resin. The composite is 
then partially cured to what is called B-stage prepreg. This is generally the fonn most 
PWB manufacturers receive the dielectric material. The process by which the prepreg and 
copper foil are bonded to fonn the actual board is given below. 
Process 
Multi-layer PWBs are usually produced through a combination of three processes: 
1) Imaging, 2) Chemical , and 3) Mechanical [13]. For the case of four layer (Four 
referring to the number of copper layers) boards such as those used in this project, the 
manufacturing process usually occurs in two steps. First the inner layer is produced by 
placing several sheets of B-stage prepreg together, then 'sandwiching' them together 
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between sheets of copper foil. The laminae are then placed in a hydraulic press and 'baked' 
or heated in an oven at approximately 135 to 150°C for 8 to 16 hours. The boards must 
be placed on a flat surface to prevent defonnation due to their own weights because the 
baking temperatures are above the glass transition temperature for the prepreg, which is 
approximately 125°C (See appendix for lamination process for boards used in this project) 
. The inner layers of a multi-layer PWB are baked for such a long time, to improve 
dimensional stability in subsequent heat treatments of outer layers [13]. 
The manufacture of PWBs can be either through Additive technology, or 
Subtractive technology. In Additive technology, the manufacturer begins with the 
dielectric substrate and adds conductive strips to the panel in some pre-defmed pattern. 
All necessary drilling is perfonned flfSt, followed by catalyzing, and printing. The final 
step is to deposit the copper strips through either electroless or electrolytic plating. 
In the Subtractive process (Used for sample PWB manufacture, see figure 5.2), 
copper foil is bonded with the dielectric substrate, then portions are removed, leaving 
behind the desired circuitry pattern. The copper removal, or etching is achieved by first 
coating the copper layer with photoresist, then curing the 'resist' by exposing it to 
ultraviolet light using the circuit pattern. Then imaging techniques known as printing are 
used to create the circuit pattern, a process which removes the resist from ponions of the 
board, exposing the copper to be removed by the etching process. 






Figure 5.2 Subtractive technology etching process [13] 
Element Choice 
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The modeling of the PWB out-of-plane warpage was done using Ansys 4.4A on an 
ffiM 486 PC. The element chosen was STIF 99, an 8-node layered shell element The 
element is a version of the 8-Node Isoparametric shell element and allows up to 100 
different material layers [23]. Each node has six degrees of freedom, translations in x, y, z 
and rotations about each of these axes. 
Several assumptions were made to facilitate the analysis. It was assumed that no 
slippage occurs between the layers. Shear deflection was accounted for in the elemen~ 
but lines normal to the center plane prior to loading remain normal afteiWards [23]. The 
layers of B-stage prepreg used in the manufacture of the test PWBs, were treated as 




The frrst assumption was the warpage of the PWB has two lines of symmetry as 
shown in figure 5.3. Under this assumption, only one quarter of the board was necessary 
to calculate warpage for the entire board, which greatly reduced computation times for the 
numerical analysis. 
Axss of symmetry 
Figure 5.3 Portion of board to be modeled in FEA 
Modelin2 Internal Copper Layers 
One of the difficulties encountered during the finite element analysis was the 
modeling of the copper traces. The copper layers located within the PWB itself were 
treated as a fiber-reinforced composite. This assumption stemmed from the fact that 
during the manufacture of the printed wiring board, the outer layers of copper are bonded 
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to the internal layers by use of prepreg. During the final lamination process, temperatures 
reach approximately 175°C with pressures up to 10.3 MPa. As a result, the resin in the B-
stage prepreg melts and flows, removing air cavities [13]. After curing, the resin solidifies 
into its fmal form known as C-stage. The process is illustrated in figure 5.4 
Prior to lamination Lamination (heat and pressure) 
t t 
Air cavities Resin flow 
Figure 5.4 Resin flow during lamination process 
The composite assumption for the inner copper layers required the use of analytic property 
calculations. The modulus in the fiber or warp direction, which in this case represents the 
direction in which the copper traces run, can be found from the following [ 1]: 
(5.1) 
= Young's modulus in trace direction 
=Young's modulus of fiber (copper) 
= fiber volume fraction 
=Young's modulus of matrix (epoxy) 
Young's modulus in the transverse direction is determined by: 
where: E2m = transverse Young's modulus of matrix 
(epoxy) 
= 2 for square packing (chosen) 
= 1 for hexagonal packing 
Major Poisson's ratio can be written as: 
where: V121 =Poisson's ratio of fiber 
V12 m =Poisson's ratio of matrix 
The shear modulus for a continuos fiber composite is calculated from: 
(5.5) 
where: G12 m = shear modulus of matrix 
G12 1 = shear modulus of fiber 
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Coefficients of thermal expansion can be estimated by the following equations: 
Ea 
at = E (5.6) 
where: Ea = E1a 1V1 +Emam(l-V1 ) 
E = E 1 V1 + E,. (1-V1 ) 
a 1 = Coefficient of thermal expansion for fiber 
a'" =Coefficient of thennal expansion for matrix 
where: vm =Poisson's ratio for matrix 
=Poisson's ratio for fiber 
Using the equations 5.1-7, all of the necessary material properties for the fmite element 
model are found (See FEA model flies in appendix B for values). 
The copper traces on the outer faces of the completed printed wiring board posed 
a more difficult problem than the inner layers. These traces could not be modeled as a 
composite layer due to the lack of a matrix material (see figure 5.5). 
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{Top view) Copper traces 
(Front view) 
o.oos· o.oos· 
Figure 5.5 Dlustration of PWB outer layer traces 
Modelin2 External Copper Traces 
The method for modeling the external layers of copper foil was developed in 
conjunction with fellow project member Wen Zhou [27]. Referring to figure 5.5, the 
traces on the surface of the board were approximately 5 mils in width, with 5 mils spacing. 
The approach simplified the fmite element analysis by substituting for the outer traces, a 
unifonn solid layer of copper with modified properties. The modification was necessary 
due to the fact that the representative layer will have orthotropic property characteristics 
as a result of the material discontinuities. The stiffness perpendicular to the trace direction 
would be much lower than that parallel with the trace direction. Since the thrust of the 
analysis was to predict out-of-plane warpage, the bending characteristics of the outer 
copper traces was of primary concern. It was with this emphasis that the modeling 
methods were developed. 
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Considering the copper traces as unifonn cantilever beams under pure bending, 
and utilizing the symmetry boundary conditions, the equation for the maximum deflection 






= Applied Moment 
= Length of beam 
E = Young's Modulus 
I = Moment of Inertia 
To maintain the behavioral characteristics of the copper traces under bending in the trace 
direction, the stiffness (EI/1) of the representative unifonn copper layer must be similar to 
that of the traces. This was achieved by making the thickness of the unifonn layer one half 
the thickness of the copper trace. Referring to figure 5.6, the area moment of inertia for 
one trace is given by the following equation: 
(5.9) 
where: I rrru~ = area moment of inertia for trace 
w =width of traces (5 mils) 
y = vertical distance from stress free axis 
yo = distance from stress free axis to outer 
surface of external copper trace 
Y; =distance from stress free axis to inner 
surface of external copper trace 
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The solution of equation 5.9 is: 
(5.10) 
The equation for the area moment of inertia for a representative unifonn copper layer is 
given as: 
( Yo;Yt) 
I ""if = J 2 wy 2 dy (5.11) 
Y; 
the solution becomes: 
(5.12) 
To solve these equations, it was assumed that the stress free axis lies approximately in the 
middle of the board, which had an overall thickness of 43 mils. The percent difference 
between the area moments of inertia values is approximately 1.5%. Thus, the use of the 
uniform copper layer with half the thickness of the copper trace seemed reasonable. 
However, additional modifications were required to model material behavior in the 
transverse direction (Perpendicular to the trace direction). Finite element modeling 
methods were used to match the representative uniform layer's behavior in the transverse 
direction with that of the traces. An finite element analysis was done using chosen 
property values for the unifonn layer. Then an analysis is made of the actual traces, with 
both cases subject to identical thermal load conditions and boundary conditions. The 
results of both were compared, and new values for the representative uniform layer were 
chosen. The process was repeated until the behavior of the representative uniform layer 
and the actual traces was approximately the same. The results indicated the use of a 
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transverse modulus equal to one tenth that of the trace direction, and a Poisson's Ratio of 
0.1 for the uniform copper layer model.[27]. 
Yo 
Vi 
Note: Proportions are 
approximately correct 
Figure 5.6 Cross-sectional view of PWB 
Copper 
Traces 
Automation of Finite Element Analysis Modelin~ Process 
In keeping with the thrust of this research project, rapid detennination of printed 
wiring board thermo-mechanical behavior, efforts towards improving the efficiency of the 
analytical procedures are discussed. Though the time required to perform the material 
testing was reduced significantly as a result of measures outlined in chapter three, the 
calculations of predicted board warpage using the ANSYS 4.4A fmite element analysis 
package were both time consuming and prone to user input error. To reduce both the 
time required to input preprocessor data as well as the errors involved in this activity, a 
computer program to act as a 'front end' between the user and the ANSYS program 
written by the author is described. 
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The program is a prototype for a system which will automatically generate the 
input file for the ANSYS preprocessor module based upon user supplied answers to 
questions about the test board's lay-up. The input ftle contains geometrical properties 
True ~~ Enter properties/ 
~--------~f-------~-rue~~-~~ 
False Tru\ Enter layer1hD<ness,~ 
angle, number of repaa1s 
....,.. ____ r ... rueiiiiliillllll_ False 
"-------... 
r board ength, number of 
elements aklng edge 
Figure 5. 7 Flowchart for Ansys input file creation program. 
of the test board, as well as the thermo-mechanical properties data determined from the 
materials testing system. A program flowchart is shown in figure 5.7. 
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The program begins by asking the user for the number of individual layers making 
up the printed wiring board, as well as the number of different materials. For the current 
projec4 19 layers were used (See figure 5.1 for layer description), with three different 
materials. The materials were: 1) uniform copper layer representing the outer surface 
traces, 2) prepreg , and 3) hybrid layer of copper and epoxy. The user is then asked to 
input the name of the frrst material, along with its properties in coefficient form. These 
coefficients are used by Ansys in a third order polynomial to determine properties at 
various temperatures. Once this information has been entered for each material, then the 
program begins a sequence which assigns a material to each layer of the board. Once the 
layer material is assigned, then the user is asked to input the thickness, element angle, and 
the number of times the layer repeats (Excluding the current layer). Once this information 
is completed for each layer of the board, the user is asked to enter the length of one side 
of the board, assuming a square specimen. Then the number of elements along one edge is 
entered, allowing for control of the fmite element mesh size. 
Once the input process is completed, the program automatically creates the input 
file required by Ansys' preprocessor module. The mesh is generated along with specified 
boundary conditions and the property tables for each material. The mesh generation is 
conducted in a specific manner to allow for the output of the Ansys post processor to be 
used for three dimensional surface plot generation using the Mathematica software 
package (See appenctix for Mathematica plot routine). This method was chosen to allow 
for direct c~mparison of predicted warpage shapes with those measured using 
experimental techniques which are discussed in chapter 6. 
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Finite Element Analysis Results 
Mojre Test Setup 
The experimental setup for the Shadow Moire test system was made up of a CCD 
camera~ light source, oven, and a glass grating plate. A schematic of the setup is shown in 
figure 5.8. The Shadow Moire method is well developed~ and has been utilized for many 
years for the detennination of out-of-plane displacement [2]. 
The experimental method for simulating the wave soldering process has been 
extensively investigated by previous project members [25]. This same technique was used 
for the sample printed wiring board used for this research. The temperature profile for 
both sides of the sample board are shown in figure 5.9. From the figure~ it can be seen 
that a large temperature gradient exists across the thickness of the board. Referring to 
figure 5.8, the surface with the higher temperature value corresponds to the side which is 
facing the ceramic heat source. The ceramic heat plate was used to give the board a 
thennal shock to simulate the wave soldering process. The lower temperature surface 
faces the glass grating. The fmite element analysis simulated the gradient condition during 
warpage measurement (See appendix for Ansys input files). Due to the thickness of the 
board (43 mils)~ the gradient was approximated using linear interpolation based upon the 
boundary surface temperatures. 
Results of the experimental displacement measurement using the Shadow Moire 
technique are shown in figure 5.10. The figures contain fringe patterns which are used to 
calculate out-of-plane displacements as a result of thermal stresses. Fringe patterns are 
shown for several temperature levels corresponding to the temperatures used for the fmite 
element analysis. Though the sample board was already warped, these values were used 
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Figure 5.8 Experimental setup for Shadow Moiri testing 
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Flgure 5.9 Temperature vs. time for board surfaces 
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as reference points, and thus represent zero displacement for comparative purposes. Thus 
these initial values were subtracted from subsequent fringe order calculations, to 
detennine the net warpage. 
Comparison of W arpa~e Prediction Results 
Warpage predictions based upon measured property values, maximum published 
values, and minimum published values are shown in figures 5.11 and 5.12 along with the 
experimental displacement measurements from the Shadow Moire test Displacements are 
compared for two points on the sample printed wiring board. The frrst point shall be 
referred to as the 'top-mid' point, which is illustrated in figure 5.13. The second point is 
tenned 'side-mid'. During the simulated wave soldering process, the PWB was oriented so 
that the surface facing the heat source directly had copper traces running horizontally. 
The dielectric layer beneath it was then composed of six sheets of prepreg, with the warp 
direction corresponding to the horizontal also. The opposite side of the board faced the 
glass grating used to produce the fringe patterns necessary for the Shadow Moire 
technique. 
The results of predicted warpage and experimental values for the top-mid point are 
shown in figure 5 .11. Positive values indicate displacement in the direction of the ceramic 
heat source, while negative represent displacement towards the glass grating. The values 
for the displacements for the experimental case show a large initial negative displacement, 
which continued until a maximum negative displacement of approximately 45 mils was 
reached at 150°C, then a slight decrease in warpage was seen. The results for the case 
using maximum published property values resembled that of the experimental case, except 
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with less magnitude. The largest negative displacement was 30 mils. The minimum 
published propeny case had an initial small negative displacemen4 then warped in the 
positive direction (i.e., away from glass grating, towards the heat source). The fmal 
Heat 
Source 
Note: / indicates warp or trace direction 
Glass Grating 






Figure 5.13 Configuration of Sample Board during Simulation of Wave Solder 
Process, Top-mid and Side-mid points indicated. 
displacement was positive 10 mils. The measured temperature dependent properties case 
also warped in the negative direction. continuing the trend throughout the temperature 
range. 
The side-mid point warpage results are shown in figure 5.12. The experimental 
measurements again showed a large initial negative deflection, then began to become more 
positive as the temperature increased. The fmal value was approximately positive 5 mils. 
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The predicted warpage using maximum published data initially showed negative 
deflection, and continued to become more negative as the temperature increased. The 
final deflection was -32 mils. The minimum published value case initially deflected in the 
negative direction, then became more positive as the temperature increased. The final 
value was approximately 6 mils. The results using measured properties initially were 
negative, then became positive as temperature increased. The final magnitude was 
approximately 17 mils. 
Chapter Conclusion 
Results for the prediction of warpage were calculated using property data as 
described below: 
• Measured temperature dependent property data 
• Maximum values of published propeny data 
• Minimum values of published property data 
Figures 5.14 and 5.15 show three dimensional surface plots of the predicted displacements 
for the three cases highlighted above. The plots show the final configurations 
corresponding to the 178°C temperature level (Note: surface temperature for side facing 
heat source). The three surface plots illustrate the large variance in PWB warpage pre-
diction that can result from using published property data for the PWB core materials. 
The variance in the predictions can be explained by considering each case 
individually. For the case of using maximum published property data (See table 4.1 and 
4.2), the CTEs for copper and prepreg are 17.3E-6 in/in/°C and 28E-6 17 .3E-6 in/in/°C 
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Figure 5.14 Three dimensional surface plots or predicted board warpage when 
upper surface (Side racing heat source) is at 178°C uqng maximum property values 






Figure 5.15 Three dimensional surface plots of predicted board warpage when 
upper surface (Side facing heat source) is at 178°C using measured property values. 
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Referring to figure 5.16~ with the much larger coefficient of thermal expansion for the 
prepreg and the higher temperature of the upper surface ~ it is reasonable to expect the 
PWB to bow away from the heat source. 
Upper surface (High temperature) 
Prepreg Copper 
E§§8§fi.· 0 •. . -
Lower surface (Low temperature) 
Figure 5.16 Schematic of sample board layup 
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The minimum published value property data case is slightly less intuitive. Using 
the minimum published property values from tables 4.1 and 4.2, the CTEs for copper and 
prepreg are 15E-6 in/in/°C and 11E-6 in/in/°C respectively, with Young's moduli of 12E6 
psi and 1.6E6 psi respectively. Referring again to figure 5.16, the upper surface was at a 
higher temperature than the lower, and the CTE for copper is much higher than prepreg 
for this case. The copper on top was trying to expand, but was restrained by the 6 layers 
of prepreg just below it, due to the prepreg's smaller CTE. Even though the copper on the 
lower surface was at a lower temperature, it expanded more due to the fact that their were 
less layers of prepreg to restrain its expansion. Therefore, the board bowed towards the 
heat source. 
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The measured temperature dependent property data case can be explained by the 
fact that the measured values of CTE for both copper and prepreg were relatively close 
(See figures 4.1,4.2,4.9,4.14). Therefore, the effects of the traces became evident It was 
the traces which produced the saddle shape shown in figure 5.15. 
From these three cases, it is evident that the range of property values provided by 
the literature can produce warpage predictions that vary greatly. These predictions not 
only vary in behavior, as shown in the surface plots, but also in magnitude. The maximum 
predicted warpage from the maximum and minimum published data cases were 32 mils 
and 12 mils respectively. However, the maximum predicted warpage using the measured 
properties data was 43 mils. This is important due to the fact that the maximum warpage 
is the primary interest of the PWB manufacturer. Determination of the maximum warpage 
incurred during the wave soldering process will allow the manufacturer to determine if the 
PWB lay-up requires alteration to reduce this value, to prevent excessive stresses in solder 
joints which can lead to solder joint failure. 
A comparison of experimental warpage with predicted results indicated the latter 
under predict the initial negative displacements. This may be a result of the temperature 
profile assumption for the gradient across the board thickness. The current results were 
based upon the assumption that the temperature varies linearly through the thickness of 
the board. However, with the low thermal conductivity of the prepreg material, the profile 
probably is better represented by that shown in figure 5.17. With this profile, initial 
warpage in the negative direction would be larger due to the greater expansion of the side 
closest to the heat source. Further investigation of the actual temperature profile across 
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Figure 5.17 Assumed linear temperature profile, and more probable profile. 
CHAPTER VI 
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
Current Status of the Project 
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The purpose of the project, as stated in the introduction, was the development of a 
system for the rapid detennination of the thermo-mechanical behavior of printed wiring 
boards. In panicular, a system capable of measuring temperature dependent properties of 
thin lamina and laminates, like those used in PWB manufacture. The thesis has detailed 
the methods by which the following objectives were realized: 
• Development of methods for measuring temperature dependent 
properties of thin lamina and laminates 
• Automation temperature dependent property testing process 
• Comparison of sample PWB warpage predictions using: 1) measured 
temperature dependent property data, and 2) maximum and minimwn 
values of published property data, illustrating the importance of 
temperature dependent property testing 
A crucial aspect of the research was the automation of the temperature dependent 
property testing process. This section focuses on aspects of the project which can be 
improved in respect to system automation. Figure 6.1 shows a schematic of the functions 
required to perform the project objectives. The three subsystems indicate the main 
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functions of the projec4 while PWB lay-up design and design decisions are external 
functions. The schematic illustrates the ability of the system to act as a design tool in the 
early stages of PWB manufacture. The system functions which are encased in ellipses 
represent those which have the greatest potential for improvemen4 either through 
increased automation or accuracy. 
________ ~~~~ ~-~g~_~r~i~~n_ ~~~~~- ________ _ 
' [ w:. ]~+- [:'a:.]• @ 
Experimental Validation Subsystem 
OptionaJ r - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
~-------:--~~[ ~~ l ) ~ : Geometri: Lay-up 
I P'tW daeV1 ded&ion, .... ------• I& warpage wlhn a.Jowab6e lmls? No • 
~Yes 
Figure 6.1 Schematic of system functions, with processes requiring further work 
indicated. 
The process of gage mounting was not only time consuming, but was also a source 
of errors due to gage misalignment, poor bonding, temperature effects. and reinforcement 
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effects. This function could be greatly improved by the incorporation non-contact 
techniques. 
Properties calculation also proved to be both time consuming and tedious. The 
use of software to automatically process the data and calculate the required properties 
would greatly increase overall system perfonnance9 as well as reduce the chances for 
human error. Future enhancements might also include the merger of the data calculation 
software with the Ansys input file creation program discussed in chapter 5. 
Perhaps the most room for improvement lies in the method by which the finite 
element model of the PWB was detennined. Each time a new PWB design enters the 
system9 the model must be updated based upon board configuration. However9 the 
modeling process would require a great amount of refmement based upon comparison 
with experimental results. Thus9 the automation of other system functions should be made 
a priority9 to allow for later development of the FEA model through an iterative process. 
The Shadow Moire system9 during this research9 was being modified to 
incorporate closed loop control of pre-test specimen orientation9 a long and tedious 
process. Once the modifications are complete9 the time required for experimental warpage 
measurement will be greatly reduced. 
The current project has illustrated the importance of temperature dependent 
properties testing of PWB core materials to the prediction of warpage due to thennal 
stresses resulting from the wave soldering process. In addition9 the framework for a 
design tool which can be used in the early stages of the PWB design process has been 
presented9 along with possibilities for future enhancements. The steps taken to automate 
the temperature dependent property testing system has greatly reduced both the cost and 
time previously required for material property characterization. These results are just part 
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of the efforts of the current project which tries to keep pace with the changes taking place 
in the PW AIPWB manufacturing industry. 
Su~~estions for Future Research 
The predicted warpage values of chapter 5 were based upon the assumption that 
the temperature varied linearly through the thickness of the board. Better modeling 
should be achieved by determining the actual temperature profile through the thickness of 
the board. A possible solution may be the development of an analytical tool for 
determining the temperature profile based upon lay-up data and temperature profiles for 
the manufacturing process. The method should be consistent with the overall project goal 
of system automation. 
The sample board used for the current research represented a simplified version of 
actual PWBs (see chapter 5 for sample PWB configuration), which greatly simplified the 
modeling process. However, actual PWBs are much more complex, with intricate trace 
patterns as well as plated-thru and via holes, not to mention components. The modeling 
process perhaps poses the greatest problem to system implementation, and provides the 
widest area of future research. 
APPENDIX A 
STRAIN GAGE USED FOR TESTING THERMO-MECHANICAL 
PROPERTIES 
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After intensive collaboration with engineers from Measurements Group, Inc., the 
EA-13-250AE-350 open faced foil strain gage was chosen. Specifications are given in the 




Figure A.l Foil strain gage used for testing 
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• Overall Length Grid Width Overall Width 
Gag_e Length 
0.230 in 0.375 in 0.022 in 0.030 in 
5.84mm 9.53 mm 0.56mm 0.76mm 
Matrix Size 0.50L x 0.36W in 12.7L x 3.0W mm 
Table A.l Gage dimensional specifications 
APPENDIXB 
FINITE ELEMENT MODEL USING TEMPERATURE DEPENDENT 
PROPERTIES 
The following is a listing of the Ansys input file for the model using measured 
temperature dependent property values. The maximum temperature is 175°C (Note: all 



























MPTEMP, 13,219,231,243,25 5,267,279 
MPTEMP, 19,291,303,315,327,339,345 
***MATERIAL !(OUTER COPPER TRACES) 
EX, 1,167 43000.000000,23500.000000,-184.300003,0.200000, 
EY, 1,167 4000.000000,2350.290039,-18.430000,0.020000, 








ALPY ,2,0.0000 12, 
NUXY,2,0.363948,-0.002315845,0.00000395,0.000000009019, 
GXY ,2,348259.500000, 1628.500000,-11.905000,0.015930, 






GXY ,3,523088. 28125 0,-25. 469999,-0.125 660,0. 000000, 
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***BEGIN NODE GENERATION, PERFORMED IN SUCH A WAY AS TO 
***ALLOW USE OF OUTPUT IN MATHEMATICA 3-D SURFACE PLOT ROUTINE 
N,l,O,O,O 
N,2,0.125000,0,0 
NGEN, 16,2, 1,2,0.250000 
NGEN ,2, 1,32,32,0.125000 
NGEN, 17 ,50, 1 ,33,,0.250000, 
N ,34,0,0.125000,0 




E,5,7 ,57,55,6,37 ,56,36 
E,7 ,9,59,57 ,8,38,58,37 
E,9, 11,61 ,59,1 0,39,60,38 
E, 11,13,63,61, 12,40,62,39 
E, 13,15,65,63,14,41,64,40 
E,15,17 ,67 ,65,16,42,66,41 
E, 17,19,69,67 ,18,43,68,42 
E, 19,21, 71 ,69 ,20,44, 70,43 
E,21,23,73,71 ,22,45,72,44 
E,23,25,75,73,24,46,74,45 
E,25,27 ,77 ,75,26,47, 76,46 
E,27 ,29,79,77 ,28,48,78,47 
E,29,31 ,81 ,79,30,49,80,48 
E,31,33,83,81,32,50,82,49 
E,51 ,53, 103,101 ,52,85, 102,84 
E,53,55, 105,1 03,54,86,104,85 
E,55,57 ,107 ,105,56,87,106,86 




E,65,67, 117, 115,66,92,116,91 
E,67 ,69,119,117 ,68,93,118,92 
E,69,71,121 ,119,70,94,120,93 
E,71,73,123,121,72,95,122,94 
E,73,75, 125,123,7 4,96,124,95 
E,75,77, 127,125,76,97,126,96 

































































E.,275.,277 .,327 .,325,276,297 ,326,296 
E,277 ,279,329.,327 ,278,298,328,297 
E.,279.,281 ,331 ,329,280.,299,330,298 
E,281 ,283,333.,331 ,282,300,332,299 
E,301,303,353,351,302,335,352,334 
E.,303,305 ,355,35 3,304,3 36,354,335 
E,305,307 ,357,355,306,337,356,336 
E.,307 ,309,359,357,308,338,358,337 
E,309,311 ,361,359,31 0.,339,360,338 
E,311,313,363,361,312,340,362,339 
E,313,315 ,365 ,363,314,341.,364,340 










E,353,355 ,405 ,403,354,3 86,404,3 85 
E,355,357 ,407,405,356,387,406,386 






E,369 ,371 ,421 ,419,370,394,420,393 
















E,419 ,421,471 ,469 ,420,444,4 70,443 




E,429 ,431,481 ,4 79,430,449,480,448 
E,431 ,433,483,481,432,450,482,449 
E,451 ,453,503,501,452,485,502,484 
E,453 ,45 5,505,503,45 4,486,504,485 
E,455,457 ,507,505,456,487,506,486 
































E~555~557 ~607 ~605,556~5 87 ~606~586 
E,557 ~559~609~607 ,558~588~608~587 
E,559~561 ,611 ,609,560~5 89~61 0~588 
E561~563,613,611,562,590~612,589 
E~563,565~615~613~564,591~614~590 
E~565,567 ~617 ~615~566,592,616~591 
E567,569,619,617 ,568,593,618~592 
E,569,571 ,621 ,619,570~594~620593 
E,571 ,573,623,621 ,572,595~622594 
E,573~57 5,625,623,57 4,596,624,595 
E~575,577 ,627 ~625~576597 ~626~596 
E~577 ,579~629~627 ~578598~628~597 
E~579,581 ~631 ~629~580,599~630~598 
E~581~583~633~631~582~600~632,599 
E,60 1,603,653,651 ,602,635~652,634 
E~603 ~605 ~65 5,65 3,604,636,654,635 
E,605,607 ,657,655,606,637,656,636 
E~607 ,609,659~657 ,608,638,658,637 
E,609~611 ~661 ,659,61 0,639~660,638 
E~611 ~613,663,661 ,612~640~662~639 
E,613~615 ,665 ~663~614~641 ,664~640 
E~615,617 ,667 ,665~616~642~666~641 
E,617 ,619,669~667 ~618,643,668,642 
E~619,621 ~671 ,669,620,644,670~643 
E,621 ,623~673~671 ,622~645~672~644 
E~623~625~675~673,624,646~674,645 
E~625~627 ,677 ,675~626,647 ~676,646 
E~627~629,679~677~628,648~678~647 
E~629~631 ,681 ,679~630,649,680~648 
E,631 ,633~683~68 L632,650~682~649 
E,651 ,653~703~70 1,652,685~702~684 
E~653,655~705~703,654,686~704,685 
E~655~657 ,707 ,705,656~687 ,706,686 




E~665~667 ,717 ,715~666~692,716~691 
E,667 ~669~719~717,668,693,718~692 
E~669~671 ,721 ~719~670,694~720,693 
E~671 ~673,723,721 ~672~695~722~694 
E,673~675~725,723~674~696~724,695 
E,675,677 ,727 ,725~676~697~726,696 
100 
E,677 ,679,729,727,678,698,728,697 















































TE,ALL, 134.6, 138.2, 141.8,147 .2, 150.8,154.4 




TE,ALL, 170.6, 174.2,179.6,183.2,186.8, 192.2 















FINITE ELEMENT MODEL USING MAXIMUM CONSTANT 
PROPERTIES 
The following is a listing of the Ansys input file for the model using maximum 
constant property values. The maximum temperature is 175°C (Note: all values in °F), 
with the assumption that the temperature gradient across the thickness of the board is 
linear. Note, the element generation portion of the file is not shown; however, it is the 
same as that for the measured temperature dependent properties case immediately 






















***MATERIAL !(OUTER COPPER TRACES) 













GXY ,2, 1000000 
***MATERIAL 3(COPPERIPREPRPEG HYDBRID) 
EX,3,8900000 






***BEGIN NODE GENERATION, PERFORMED IN SUCH A WAY AS TO 
***ALLOW USE OF OUTPUT IN MA THEMA TICA 3-D SURF ACE PLOT ROUTINE 
N,1,0,0,0 
N,2,0.125000,0,0 
NGEN, 16,2, 1,2,0.250000 
NGEN ,2, 1,32.32,0.125000 
NGEN, 17,50.1 ,33,,0.250000, 
N,34,0,0.125000,0 
NGEN, 17,1 ,34,34,0.250000,, 
NGEN, 16,50,34,50,,0.250000, 
***NOTE: THE ELEMENT GENERATION SECTION IS NOT SHOWN; 
***HOWEVER, IT IS THE SAME AS TIIAT SHOWN IN APPENDIX C 












TE,ALL, 134.6, 138.2,141.8,147 .2,150.8, 154.4 
TEMORE, 158,161.6,167,170.6,174.2,177.8 
TEMORE, 183.2, 186.8, 190.4, 194,197.6,203 
TEMOR£,206.6 
LWRITE 
TE,ALL, 170.6, 17 4.2, 179 .6, 183.2, 186.8, 192.2 















FINITE ELEMENT MODEL USING MINIMUM CONSTANT 
PROPERTIES 
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The following is a listing of the Ansys input file for the model using minimum 
constant property values. The maximum temperature is 175°C (Note: all values for 0 F), 






















***MATERIAL 1(0UTER COPPER TRACES) 













***MATERIAL 3(COPPERIPREPRPEG HYDBRID) 
EX,3,6250000 






***BEGIN NODE GENERATION, PERFORMED IN SUCH A WAY AS TO 
***ALLOW USE OF OUTPUT IN MATHEMATICA 3-D SURFACE PLOT ROUTINE 
N,1,0,0,0 
N,2,0.125000.0,0 
NGEN, 16,2, 1,2,0.250000 
NGEN,2, 1,32,32,0.125000 
NGEN, 17 ,50, 1 ,33,,0.250000, 
N,34,0,0.125000,0 
NGEN, 17, 1 ,34,34,0.250000,, 
NGEN, 16,50,34,50,,0.250000, 
***NOTE: THE ELEMENT GENERATION SECTION IS NOT SHOWN; 
***HOWEVER, IT IS THE SAME AS THAT SHOWN IN APPENDIX C 












TE,ALL.134.6, 138.2,141.8,147 .2, 150.8,154.4 






















MA THEMATICA ROUTINE FOR CREATING 3-D PLOT OF WARPED 
BOARD SURFACE 
The following is the mathematica flle used to create the 3-D plot of the warped 
board at different temperature levels. 
***This group contains the commands used in processing the input file 
***to create the three dimensional rendering of the warped printed 
***wiring board. 
***First clear all variables to be used 




***Store surface in temporary matrix. 
temp=%; 
***First read in displacement matrix from external text flle created in 
***Excel Spreadsheet Note: example filename is shown here. 
ReadList["c:\\surf275.txt" ,Number,RecordLists-> True]; 
***Detennine the number of rows(m) and columns(n) in the upper right 
***quadrant's surface matrix. The dimensions of the entire board surface 
***matrix are given by mtot and ntot. 
n=(Length[temp[[l]]]-1)/2+ 1; 
m=n; 
***(* -1 is needed to keep from dupliating element*) 
m tot=2 *m-1; 
ntot=2*n-l; 
***This part will Create a matrix to store the upper right quad. of 
***the board based upon the temporary matrix. 
surfuprt= Table[O, { m}, { n}]; 
***Now remove interor points and create upper right quad. surface 
***matrix. 
Do[ Do[surfuprt[[i,j]]=temp[[i,2*j-1]], {j,n}] , { i,m} ]; 
Clear[ tern p]; 
***This part will Create a matrix to store the upper half of 
***the board based upon the upper right quadrant from the analysis. 
surfuphalf= Table[O, { m}, { ntot}]; 
***Now add upper left quadrant of board surface to upper half surface 
***matrix. 
Do[ Do[surfuphalf[[i,j]]=surfuprt[[i,n-j+ 1]], {j,n}] , { i,m} ]; 
***Now add upper right quadrant of board surface to upper half surface 
***matrix. Note that start from second element in original quadrant, 
***to keep from repeating the element. 
Do[ Do[surfuphalf[[i,j+n-l]]=surfuprt[[i,j]], {j,2,n}] , { i,m}]; 
***This part will Create a matrix to store the entire board based upon 
***the upper right half created earlier. 
surftot=Table[O, { mtot}, { ntot}]; 
surftot[[ 1]]; 
***Now clear surfuprt memory. 
Clear[surfuprt]; 
***Now mirror the upper half of the board to the lower half and store in 
***new matrix which holds the entire board surface. 
Do[ Do[surftot[[i,j]]=surfuphalf[[m-i+ Lj]], {j,ntot}] , { i,m-1} ]; 
***Now add upper half of board surface to total surface matrix. Note 
***that start from second element in original quadrant, to keep from 
***repeating the element 
Do[ Do[surftot[[i+m-l,j]]=surfuphalf{[i,j]], {j,ntot}] , { i,m}]; 
Clear[ surfuphalf]; 
***Now ready to Plot the surface. Make sure to 
***clear the surftot matrix before trying to 
***manipulate the created plot!! 
110 
ListP1ot3D[ surftot]; 




ANSYS INPUT FILE CREATION PROGRAM 
The following program is used to create the input file necessary for the 
preprocessor module of the Ansys 4.4a fmite element analysis software package. The frrst 











#defme TRUE 1 
#defme FALSE 0 
II Functions local to this module 
void exit_protocol(void); II Executed upon abnonnal termination 
void info( void); II Gives preliminary info. about program 
void input_initial(void); II Gets# of layers and materials 
void query_graphics(void); II Ask if graphics available 
void layer_def(void); II Defines layer properties 
void matl_def(void); II Defines material properties 
void layer_matl_assign(void); II Assigns material type to each layer 
int disp_layer(); II Displays layer attributes 
int disp_matl(); II Displays material attributes 
void real_const_write(void); II Write real constants to file 
void matl_prop_write(void); II Write property data to file 
void mesh_create(void); 








int num_bdry _elem; 
int elem_num; 
II Total number of layers 
II Curret layer for input 
II Total number of materials used in board 
II Curret materialfor input 
II Graphics device Parameter 
II Used for windowing scheme 
II Stream pointer to text file used for input to ANSYS 
II Number of elements along boundary 
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/* this variable is set up temporarily due to floating pt warning*/ 
float dummy; 
//Structure for properties for each material 




float ey[ 4]; 
float vxy[4]; 




II Material # 
II Moduli 
II Poissons Ratio 
//Structure for properties for each layer 







II Layer number 
II Layer material 
II Layer thickness 
II Angle between Material and Element axes 
II# of times current layer repeats 
/*Pointer to LAYER and MATERIAL types, will be used when memory is dynamically 








II Defme function call at abnonnal pro g. tennination 
atexit( exit_protocol); 
II Initiate graphics ability if flies available 
query _graphics(); 





printf("This program will automatically create an input\n"); 
printf("file for the ANSYS fmite element package\n\n"); 
printf("Press any key to continue:"); 
getch(); 
II Matl property input functions 
input_initial(); //Get number layers, number materials 
matl_def(); //Get material properties 
layer_def(); //Get Material data for each layer 
if(graphics_on) layer_plot(); 
Ill ANSYS input file writing functions 
open_file(); II Open input file to ANSYS (input.dat) 
real_const_write(); II Write real constants to flle 












/!IHESE FUNTIONS HANDLE INPUT OF PROPERTY INFO. BY USER 
I* This function allows input of the number of layers then automatically 









printf("How many total layers in board (2-100)?\n"); 
scanf("%i" ,&layer_num); 
} while( (layer_num<2)11(layer_num> 1 00) ); 
printf("\nTotal #of layers= %i\n",layer_num); 
do { 
printf("Is this correct, Yes=l or No=O? "); 
scanf("%d" ,&pass); 
} while((pass!=TRUE)&&(pass!=FALSE)); 
} while(pass=F ALSE); 
//Dynamically allocate memory if available 
if(NULL = (layer_ptr=(LA YER *)calloc(layer_num,sizeof(LA YER)))) { 
clrscr(); 
printf("WARNING!! MEMORY NOT AVAILABLE, ABORTING\n\n"); 



















printf("W ARNING!! NUMBER OF MATERIALS EXCEEDS\n"); 
printf("TIIE NUMBER OF LAYERS IN THE BOARD.\n"); 
printf("Press any key to continue\n"); 
getch(); 
clrscr(); 
} while( (matl_num>layer_num)ll(matl_num<l)); 
printf("Total #of materials = %i\n" ,matl_num); 
do { 




//Dynamically allocate memory if available 
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if(NULL = (matl_ptr=(MATERIAL *)calloc(matl_num,sizeof(MATERIAL)))) { 
clrscr(); 
printf("WARNING!! MEMORY NOT AVAILABLE, ABORTING\n\n"); 





printf(" s uccessful\n "); 
} 
} while(pass=F ALSE); 
return; 
I* This function allows input of board materials and the temperature 
dependent properties cietennined from automated properties testing 
station*/ 
void matl_def(void) { 
int coeff,pass; 
int done=F ALSE; 
for (curr_matl=l; curr_matl<=matl_rtum;curr_matl++) { 
do { 
clrscr(); 
II Material number is set automatically 
(matl_ptr+curr_matl-1 )->matlnum=curr_matl; 
II get name 
printf("Input the name for material %d\n",curr_matl); 
printf("(Up to 15 characters, no spaces allowed)\n"); 
printf("or e(X)it:\n"); 
scanf("%s" ,&(matl_ptr+curr_matl-1 )->name); 
II Exit if desired by user 
if( to upper( (matl_ptr+curr_matl-1 )->name[O] )='X') 
exit(O); 
} 
//get modulus ex in four coefficient fonn 
printf("\ninput the modulus (Ex) of material %d:\n",curr_matl); 
for( coeff=O;coeff <=3 ;coeff ++) { 
} 
printf("Coefficient %d= ",coeff); 
scanf("%f' ,&dummy); 
((matl_ptr+curr_matl-1)->ex[coeff])=dummy; 
II modulus ey 
clrscr(); 
printf("input the modulus (Ey) of material %d:\n" ,curr_matl); 
for(coeff=O;coeff<=3;coeff++) { 
} 
printf("Coefficient %d= ",coeff); 
scanf("%f' ,&dummy); 
((matl_ptr+curr_matl-l)->ey[coeff1)=dummy; 
II poisson's ratio 
clrscr(); 
printf("input Poissons ratio of material %d:\n",curr_matl); 
for( coeff=O;coeff <=3 ;coeff ++) { 
} 
printf("Coefficient %d= ",coeff); 
scanf("%f' ,&dummy); 
((matl_ptr+curr_matl-1)->vxy[coeff])=dummy; 
II shear modulus 
clrscr(); 
printf("Input shear modulus (G) of material %d:\n",curr_matl); 
for(coeff=O;coeff<=3;coeff++) { 
} 
printf("Coefficient o/od= ",coeff); 
scanf(" %f' ,&dummy); 
( (matl_ptr+curr_matl-1 )->gxy[ coeff])=dummy; 
II CTE in the x direction 
clrscr(); 
printf("Input CTE in x-dir. of material %d:\n" ,curr_matl); 
scanf("o/of' ,&dwnmy); 
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( (matl_ptr+eurr_matl-1 )->alpha_x)=dummy; 
II CTE in the y-direction 
clrscr(); 
printf("Input CTE in y-dir. of material o/od:\n" ,curr_matl); 
scanf("%f' ,&dummy); 
((matl_ptr+eurr_matl-1)->alpha__y)=dummy; 




/* This function is called to initialize the properties for 
each layer of the board*/ 
void layer_def(void) { 
int coeff,pass; 
int done=F ALSE; 
int count; 
for (curr_layer= 1; curr_layer<=layer_num;curr_layer++) { 
do { 
clrscr(); 
II Layer number is set automatically 
(layer_ptr+eurr_layer-1)->laynum=curr_layer; 
II get layer material 
layer_matl_assign(); 
II get thickness 
do { 
clrscr(); 
printf("Input the thickness of layer %d:\n",curr_layer); 
scanf("%f' ,&dummy); 
if(dummy<O) { 
printf("\nTIIICKNESS MUST BE POSITIVE!"); 





II get angle 
do { 
clrscr(); 
printf("lnput the angle of material axis layer %d:\n",curr_layer); 




printf("\nANGLE MUST BE POSITIVE!\n"); 
printf("Press any key to continue."); 
getch(); 
} while((dummy<O)II(dummy>90)); 
( (layer_ptr+curr_layer-1 )->angle )=dummy; 
II does the layer repeat 
do { 
printf("\n\nHow many times does the layer repeat?\n"); 
printf("Do not include current layer, (0 for none): ",curr_layer); 
scanf("%d" ,&(layer_ptr+curr_layer-1 )->repeats); 
if((((layer_ptr+curr_layer-1)->repeats) + curr_layer)>layer_num) { 
clrscr(); 
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printf("\n\n WARNING!! LAYER REPETITIONS EXTEND BEYOND 
\n"); 
printf("THE TOTAL NUMBER OF o/od LAYERS INffiALL Y 
\n" ,layer_num); 
} 




else if ((layer_ptr+curr_layer-1 )->repeats<O) { 
clrscr(); 












II display current attributes and verify 
done=disp_layer(); 
II check and see if current layer repeats 
} while( done=FALSE); 
return; 
/*This function allows the user to determine what material the current 
board layer is made of. *I 





printf("Input the material NUMBER for layer %d\n\n",curr_layer); 
for(count=O;count<matl_num;count++) { 
printf("(%d) %s\n" ,count+ 1 ,(matl_ptr+count)->name); 
} 
printf("\nor <-1 > to exit:\n "); 
scanf("%d" ,&temp); 
if ((temp<-l)ll(temp>matl_num)) { 
} 
printf("MA TERIAL NUMBER NOT WITHIN RANGE\n "); 











I* This funtion displays current layer material properties as well 
as creating repeated layers of current layer input*/ 
int disp_layer() { 
int correct; 
clrscr(); 
if (((layer_ptr+curr_layer-1)->repeats)=O) { 




printf("INFORMA TION FOR LAYERS %i II, (layer_ptr+curr_layer-1 )-
>1aynum); 
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printf("THRU %i\n\n II ,{layer_ptr+curr_layer-1)->laynum+(layer_ptr+curr_layer-
1 )->repeats); 
} 
printf(11 Material name %s\n ",{matl_ptr+((layer_ptr+curr_layer-1 )-
>layer_matl)-1 )->name); 
printf(11 Layer thickness (in) %t\n" ,(layer_ptr+curr_layer-1 )->thick); 
printf("Material angle (degrees) %t\n11 ,(layer_ptr+curr_layer-1 )->angle); 
printf(11Layer repeats %d\n II ,(layer_ptr+curr_layer-1 )->repeats); 
printf("\niS TinS INFORMATION CORRECT? YES=1 NO=O: "); 
scanf(" %d II ,&correct); 
if( correct 1R UE) curr_layer=curr_layer+(layer_ptr+eurr_1ayer-1 )->repeats; 
return( correct); 
I* This funtion displays current layer material properties, and asks 
for verification*/ 
int disp_matl() { 
int correct,count; 
clrscr(); 
printf("INFORMA TION FORMA TERIAL %i\n\n ", (matl_ptr+eurr_matl-1 )-
>matlnum); 
printf("Material name %s\n" ,(matl_ptr+eurr_matl-1 )->name); 
printf("Modu1us (Ex) %f\n" ,(matl_ptr+eurr_matl-1 )->ex[O]); 
for (count=1;count<=3;count++) { 
printf(.. %f\n" ,(matl_ptr+eurr_matl-1 )->ex[ count]); 
} 
printf("\nModulus (Ey) %t\n" ,(matl_ptr+eurr_matl-1)->ey[O]); 
for (count= I ;count<=3;count++) { 
printf(" %f\n" ,(matl_ptr+curr_matl-1)->ey[count]); 
} 
printf("\nPoisson's ratio (vxy) %t\n" ,(matl_ptr+curr_matl-1 )->vxy[O]); 
for (count=1 ;count<=3;count++) { 
printf(" %f\n" ,(matl_ptr+curr_matl-1 )->vxy[count]); 
} 
printf("\nCTE in X %t\n",(matl_ptr+eurr_matl-l)->alpha_x); 
printf("\nCTE in Y %t\n" ,(matl_ptr+curr_matl-1 )->alpha_y); 





/*Exit function, called in event of abnormal program tennination*/ 






I* Write real constants to ANSYS input file*/ 
void real_const_ write() { 
int count; 
II Go to beginning of file 
fputs("/PREP7\n",input_file); 
fputs("/PNUM,KP01.1\n",input_tile); 
fputs("/PNUM,AREA, 1 \n" ,input_fi1e); 




fputs (11/PNUM,ELEM, 1 \n II ,input_fue); 
fputs( 11 KAN,O\n11 ,input_fJle); 
fputs( 11ET, 1 ,99\n II ,input_flie ); 
II Beginning of Real constant input 
fprintf(input_ftle, 11R, 1, %d,O, 1, %d,O\n" ,layer_num,layer_num); 
fprintf(input_flle, 11RMORE,O,O,O,O,O,OII); 
for (count= I ;count<=layer_num/2;count++) { 
} 
fprintf(input_ftle, "\nRMORE, %d," ,(layer_ptr+(2*count-2) )->layer_matl); 
fprintf(input_flle,"%f,",(layer_ptr+(2*count-2))->angle); 
fprintf(input_flle, 11 %f,",(layer_ptr+(2*count-2))->thick); 
fprintf(input_fJle,"%d,",(layer_ptr+2*count-1)->layer_matl); 
fprintf(input_flle,"%f, II ,(layer_ptr+2*count-l )->angle); 
fprintf(input_flle,"%f\n",(layer_ptr+2*count-1)->thick); 
II If odd nwnber of layers, be sure to include last layer 
if ( ((layer_num/2)*2)!=(layer_num)) { 
} 




I* Write real constants to ANSYS input file*/ 
void matl_prop_ write() { 
int count; 
int temp; 
II Beginning of Property data input 
for (count=l;count<=matl_num;count++) { 
fprintf(input_fue,"\nEX, %d," ,(matl_ptr+(count-1 ))->matlnum); 




for (temp=O;temp<=3;temp++) { 




//for (temp=O;temp<=3;temp++) { 


















SECOND MODULE OF ANSYS INPUT FILE CREATION PROGRAM 
This is the second module of the Ansys input ftle creation program. The following 








II External Global declarations 
extern int matl_num; II Total number of materials in board, from "main.cpp" 
extern int layer_num; II Total number of layers in board, from "main.cpp" 
extern int _ wscroll; 
extern int left,top,right,bottom; 
extern int graphics_ on; 
//extern *layer_ptr; 
//extern *material_ptr; 
extern FILE *input_file; 
extern int num_bdry_elem; 
extern int elem_num; 
II Number of elements along boundary 
II Total number of elements 
II Functions local to this module, declarations in "utility.h" 
void open_flle(void); 
void graph_init(void); 
void viewport_ center( void); 
void layer_plot(void); 








/* File utility functions 











exit( 1 ); 
return; 
II Old flle overwritten 
if((input_flle=fopen(flle_name,"w+t"))=NULL) 
{ 
printf("Could not open flle! !"); 
printf("Enter to continue, or <a> for abort? "); 






printf("\nOperation aborted, Press any key to continue "); 
getch(); 
fclose(input_flle ); 
exit( 1 ); 
return; 
printf("flle opened successfully.\n"); 
printf("Press any key to continue.\n"); 
getch(); 
done= I; 
I* print flle to the screen *I 
} 










/*Graphics interface functions *I 






/!Initialize graphics drivers 
do { 
clrscr(); 
printf("BGI flies in current dir. <1> or default <0>"); 
scanf("%d" ,&choice); 
} while ((choice!:::O)&&(choice!=l)); 






I* read result of initialization *I 
errorcode = graphresult(); 
if (errorcode != grOk) /*an error occurred *I 
{ 
printf("Graphics error: %s\n", grapherronnsg(errorcode)); 
printf("Press any key to halt:"); 
getch(); 
exit( I);/* terminate with an error code*/ 
} 
II Give information about program 
info(); 
II Create box around text entry 
//text_ box(); 
//set text window 
window( 1,1 ,48,24 ); 
textcolor(BLACK); 
textbackground(WHITE); 
//set the viewport 






//rectangle( 1 ,25,225,350); 
//viewort is 270x290 




/*create another viewport that is clearable by 
each function that calls it without removing viewport 
border and heading*/ 
setviewport(left2, top2,righ t2, bottom2, 1); 
I* Now calculate left and right offset for drawing objects in 
the actual viewport, labeled by #####2. *I 
//left=left2-leftl; 
//top=top2-top 1; 
I /bottom=bottom 1 
return; 
void info( void) { 









settextstyle(l, HORIZ_DIR, 4); 
outtextxy(20,70,"ANSYS INPUT ALE CREATION"); 
outtextxy(160,110,"PROGRAM"); 
settextstyle(l, HORIZ_DIR, 3); 
outtextxy(80,220, "by Jeff Garratt,MS. Student"); 
outtextxy(155,250,"Georgia Tech"); 
outtextxy(200,280," 1993 "); 
getch(); 
settextstyle(1, HORIZ_DIR, 1); 
cleardevice(); 
return; 
void text_box(void) { 
setviewport(0,0,388,470, 1 ); 






















/*this function automatically plots board layers in drawing 
viewport( i.e. viewport 2)*/ 
void layer_plot(void) { 
II Center of graphics viewport based upon number of layers 
int height; II Height of drawing viewport( i.e. viewport 2) 
int layer_thickness; II Thickness of each layer for graphics purposes only 
int layer; 
int step; 






setlinesty le( SOLID _LINE,O, 1); 
setcolor(EGA_LIGHTGREEN); 
for (layer=l;layer<=layer_num;layer++) { 










/*THESE FUNCTIONS ARE USED FOR WRITING DATA TO INPUT FILE FOR 
ANSYS FEA PACKAGE*/ 
void mesh_create(void) { 








II Counter for node generation loop 
II Distance between nodes 
II Length of one edge of square quadrant of board 
II Length of element 
II Total number of nodes 
II Node locations on element 
//float x_postion=O,y _position=O; 
//Get length of one quadrant of board 
do { 
clrscr(); 
printf("Enter length of edge of board quadrant\n"); 
printf("(.l to 15 inches)\n"); 
scanf("%f' ,&quad_length); 
} while ((quad_length<.l)ll(quad_length>l5)); 
II Get number of elements along one side of board 
do { 
clrscr(); 
printf("How man elements along the edge?\n "); 
printf("(4 to 100 elements)\n"); 
scanf("%d" ,&num_bdry _elem); 
} while ((num_bdry_elem<4)11(num_bdry_elem>l00)); 
II Assuming square quadrant 
elem_num=(num_bdry _elem)*(num_bdry _elem); 
elem_length=( quad_length/num_bdry _elem ); 
II Create x-boundary nodes 
fprintf(input_ftle, "\nN, 1 ,0,0,0\n"); 
fprintf(input_ftle, "N ,2, %f,O,O\n ",elem_length/2); 




II Now copy this row up to match with all element upper boundaries 
fprintf(input_file, "NGEN, %d," ,num_bdry _elem+ 1 ); 
fprintf(input_file,"%d," ,num_bdry _elem*2+num_bdry _elem+2); 
fprintf(input_file," 1, %d, %f,\n" ,num_bdry _elem*2+ l,elem_length); 
I IN ow create midside nodes 
fprintf(input_fi1e, "N, %d,O, %f,O\n" ,num_bdry _e1em *2+2,e1em_length/2 ); 
fprintf(input_file,"NGEN,%d,1,%d,",num_bdry_elem+1,num_bdry_e1em*2+2); 
fprintf(input_flle, "%d, %f,\n" ,num_bdry _elem*2+2,elem_length); 
//Now copy this row up 
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fprintf(input_ftle, "NGEN, %d, %d, %d," ,n um_bdry _e1em,num_bdry _elem *2+2+num_bdry _ 
elem,num_bdry _e1em *2+2); 
fprintf(input_ftle, "%d,, %f,\n" ,num_bdry _elem *2+2+num_bdry _elem,elem_length); 
II Now begin loop to create elements 
for (row _count= 1 ;row _count<=num_bdry _elem;row _count++) { 
for (count=1;count<=num_bdry_elem*2-1;count=eount+2) { 
i=count+(row_count-1)*((num_bdry_e1em*2+1) +(num_bdry_elem+1)); 
j=i+2; 









fprintf(input_fi1e, "E, %d, %d, %d, %d, %d, %d, %d, o/od\n" ,i,j ,~l.m ,n,o, p); 
return; 
void bdry_conditions(void) { 
fprintf(input_flle, "\nSYMBC,O, 1,0.0"); 
fprintf(input_file,"\nSYMBC.0.2,0.0"); 
fprintf(input_file, "\n WSORT )("); 
fprintf(input_file, "\nTREF, 7 5"); 
fprintf(input_file,"\nTIJNIF,275"); 
fprin tf( in put_ftle, "\nKTEMP .0" ); 
//fprintf(input_ftle, "\nAFWRIT"); 
llfprintf(input_file,"\nFINISH"); 







MANUFACTURER INFORMATION FOR PREPREG AND BOARD 
LAY-UP 
WARPAGE STUDY GLASS CLOTH FIBER COUNTS. etc. 
1080 St7le cloth 
1.45 oz / square yard 
.0025 Inch thick pressed out 
60 x 47 ends / inch 
.00023 Inch diameter filaments 
·45. 000 Yds / 1 b 
Unp I i ed 
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Data provided from Joel Roth laminAtions Engineering JBft Endicott. 
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